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The Advance HE Creating Socially Distanced
Campuses and Education Project – a
welcome from the Chief Executive Officer of
Advance HE
Following upon the exigencies of the initial COVID-19 crisis, and the unprecedently rapid
move to on-line teaching and assessment, the next big question for higher education
institutions is ‘when we open our campuses, HOW are we going to do that?’. The forces for
doing so are great, yet the uncertainties around how to do so are extraordinary, and the
risks involved profound. The whole higher education community is, therefore, now looking
ahead to what is really a very complex set of questions, with whatever decisions institutions
make being open to further change as the social, economic, policy and health landscape
goes on transforming in response to the pandemic.
The Advance HE Creating Socially Distanced Campuses and Education (SDCE) project
offers an opportunity to engage with key facets of this question through collaborative and
generative thinking and dialogue, focusing on the priority area of student education and
experience. Student interests must be at the heart of every part of our conversations, along
with their need to be valued and part of a community in which they belong.
At this critical and precarious stage in the COVID-19 response journey, there has never
been a greater need for collective learning, sharing and planning. The five SDCE workshops
that took place in May 2020, facilitated by Advance HE with nearly three-hundred senior
educational leaders from the UK and around the World, were an extraordinary example of
this. Our thanks to everyone involved for the tremendous levels of engagement, openness
and creative thinking that characterised the workshops and for the high-quality discussions
that took place. I hope these publications and particularly this final Capstone Report focused
on leadership and related themes, direct and rapid outputs from those workshops, will help
to provide the support and stimulus you need to work through the important planning and
decision making, working collaboratively with others and tailored for your context, that lies
ahead over the next few months.
Alison Johns
Chief Executive, Advance HE
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Introduction to the Advance HE Creating
Socially Distanced Campuses and Education
project
The COVID-19 (coronavirus) pandemic has led to a seismic shift in higher education.
Following the initial outbreak, we are now transitioning from an emergency move to online
teaching, learning and assessment (to facilitate campus closures, social lockdowns and in
some contexts the conclusion of the academic year/session, including ensuring students
graduate without detriment), to planning for the next session or semester which may look
very different to the last. Further, the social and educational landscape will not only be
different, but is currently unknown as the crisis evolves, and this presents a vast array of
challenges for prospective and returning students, academic and professional services staff,
institutions and individual disciplines. The stakes are very high.
In support of this unique and rapidly evolving educational landscape, Advance HE’s Creating
Socially Distanced Campuses and Education (SDCE) project aims to facilitate collective
learning for member institutions across the globe. This is a rapid, generative project set up
to collaboratively explore the key question ‘when we open our campuses, HOW are we
going to do that?’. Driven at pace to match the swiftly unfolding situation that surrounds
higher education, and targeted at senior colleagues with responsibility for planning, leading
and managing educational programmes, its purpose is threefold:
+ To enable high quality conversations;
+ To share information, inspiration and intelligence; and
+ To co-create solutions to specific aspects of the challenge.
Student interests must be at the heart of every part of our conversations, along with
their need to be valued and part of a community to which they belong. Following a
series of international workshops in May 2020, facilitated online for conversation, challenge
and co-creation and with a clear focus on student education and experience, this
publication forms one of a series of six Advance HE Leadership Intelligence Reports. The
first five will cover the five key topics that were the focus areas for discussion during the
workshops: Induction, Space and Place, Design and Delivery, Quality, and Inclusion. The
sixth will be a capstone publication drawing together the project overall and reflecting on the
four overarching themes of leadership, communication, partnership and wellbeing.
Importantly, the SDCE project is based on the approach of collaborative enquiry rather than
advocacy or advice. To enable this, the following key principles underpin the project:
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+ The challenge is about people first, not technology;
+ Good practice is good practice;
+ Well intended measures may have unintended consequences;
+ Differentiated approaches will be needed, along with continuous reassessment;
+ Balance is key to decision making – balancing the needs of students with the needs
and responsibilities of the institution and the needs of society;
+ Project participants are experts in their own context; and
+ Learning is above all else a human relationship (after Rogers, 1983).
Achieving a ‘socially distanced’ inclusive campus will involve the efforts and incredible
ingenuity of you all as we move not towards a ‘new’ normal but the ‘next’ normal, reflecting
the ongoing fluidity of the world we are currently working in. We hope these publications,
along with the accompanying Advance HE Connect group, provide an important resource
to support you in achieving this.
Finally, three important thoughts for you, the reader:
+ None of the topics covered by the reports stand in isolation as there is overlap
between them all, and so for greatest value we recommend that they are read in
combination with one another;
+ These are deliberately ‘rapid’ reports rather than ‘polished’ reports. Given the nature
of the challenge and the rapid, generative nature of the project we wanted to get the
Leadership Intelligence back to you quickly whilst it still has timely relevance and
value; and
+ Every action we take has to be differentiated by context, whether at a national level,
an institutional level or a subject level, and as one of the principles above sets out,
you are the experts in your own context.
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1. Introduction
Looking up the definition of ‘capstone’, it is interesting to see a range of both literal and
metaphorical meanings: a stone placed at the top of a building or wall; a finishing stone of a
structure; the crowning achievement, point, element or event; a senior thesis; the
culminating and usually integrative experience of an educational program. This rich diversity
of meanings and associations makes it an attractive word to use to describe a publication
such as this, the final Leadership Intelligence Report in the Creating Socially Distanced
Campuses and Education project (SDCE). This Capstone Report draws together the SDCE
project overall and reflects on four overarching themes.
In May 2020 Advance HE organised and facilitated five online workshops for an international
audience of highly engaged senior educational leaders from across the higher education
sector. The workshops were designed as a rapid and generative opportunity for participants
to engage with key facets of the central SDCE question (‘when we open our campuses,
HOW are we going to do that?’) through collaborative and generative thinking and dialogue.
Discussions within the workshops were facilitated around five topic areas, Induction, Space
and Place, Design and Delivery, Quality and Inclusion. Additionally, all of the groups
were also encouraged to consider four overarching themes in relation to their topic area
that were envisaged as threads running through the discussions:
•

Leadership – inspiring collective commitment and achieving focus with kindness,
care and compassion;

•

Communication – with students and staff, including supporting staff development
needs;

•

Partnership – ‘working with’ rather than just ‘doing for’ students;

•

Wellbeing – students and staff, mental and physical health and wellbeing.

The relationship between these elements, illustrating the centrality of leadership in every
aspect of the SDCE endeavour, is shown in Figure 1 below.
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Figure 1 – SDCE Project, Concept Map.
Following the high-quality conversations in the workshops, Advance HE undertook to
produce a series of six leadership intelligence reports to capture and play back the
information, inspiration and intelligence that had been shared. Five leadership intelligence
reports have already been published for Advance HE members, one focused on each topic
area. We present here the final leadership intelligence report, the Capstone, available to all,
which, as detailed above, principally has as its focus the four overarching themes.
While the ‘socially distanced campus’ is a very broad issue, the focus of the SDCE project
has been on the priority area of student education and experience. Throughout the SDCE
project student interests have been at the heart of every part of our conversations,
along with their need to be valued and part of a community in which they belong.
As evidence for this Capstone publication, we have used two primary sources. The first is a
distillation of material from the first five topic-based leadership intelligence reports grouped
to focus on the four overarching themes, leadership, communication, partnership and
wellbeing. There is a separate section in this report for each theme which presents this
material (the highlights only – for full information see the individual reports). The second is a
series of paper-based leadership interviews carried out with nine higher education leaders –
a diverse selection of 'leaders', across levels and areas, ranging from a student leader to a
vice-chancellor, including in addition to the UK an international dimension.
The leadership interviews were designed for the Capstone Report as an additional piece of
informal action research. The interviews are primarily focused on aspects of leadership, but
7
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with links across to the other three overarching themes. We would like to thank all nine
interviewees for their time, engagement and close support, and most particularly for their
openness and the high quality of their thinking and reflections:

Name

Role

Ref

A

Alison Johns

Chief Executive Officer, Advance HE, UK

L Int – A

B

Dr Sally Jackson

Chief People Officer, Sheffield Hallam University,
UK

L Int – B

C

Dr Eva Wong

Director, Centre for Holistic Teaching & Learning,
Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong

L Int – C

D

Dr Kate Dixon

Head of Technical Services, Manchester
Metropolitan University (MMU), UK

L Int – D

E

Andrew Wilson

Former President of Edinburgh University
Students’ Association, UK

L Int – E

F

Professor Ghassan
Aouad

President, Applied Science University (ASU),
Bahrain

L Int – F

Head, Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning
Development and Deputy Director of HR, Oxford
Brookes University, UK

L Int – G

Professor Jackie
G
Potter
H

Professor Shân
Wareing

Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of
Northampton, UK

L Int – H

I

Sir Nigel Carrington

Vice-Chancellor, University of the Arts London
(UAL), UK

L Int – I

Extracts from the leadership interviews are included throughout this report using the
referencing convention shown above. The leadership interviews, numbered A to I, are then
provided in full at Appendix 1.
The interviews have been provided by the respondents as individuals. They are the
personal views and reflections of the individuals concerned and do not necessarily
represent the views of their institution or Advance HE.
In summary, then, the contents of this report are as follows: an article exploring Higher
Education Leadership in a Pandemic Age, a section on each of the four overarching themes,
an additional section on governance and how we can prepare for the scrutiny to come, a few
thoughts on areas not directly covered by the SDCE project, including finance, some
reflections on the importance of language, and then two appendices, the first containing the
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leadership interviews in full, and the second drawing together the ‘key principles’ articulated
in the five topic-based leadership intelligence reports.
The following is a reminder of the five topic areas that were the focus of the earlier
leadership intelligence reports:
Induction

The induction, socialisation and engagement of students,
particularly new student cohorts, but also student transitions

Space and Place

Modifying learning and social spaces, physical and blended
online environments, safe practices and whole-person student
support (community and belonging)

Design and Delivery

Re-structuring and delivering teaching (and assessment) to
meet both learning outcomes and student expectations,
differentiated across courses and disciplines

Quality

Sustaining a clear focus on quality and good practice,
including revising policy frameworks and guidance (teaching
and assessment)

Inclusion

The challenge of access, inclusion, belonging and supporting
students from vulnerable groups

As an overarching principle that relates to all of these topic areas, the sector’s primary
consideration when we reopen our buildings and campuses is the health, safety and
wellbeing of our students, staff, visitors and communities.
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2. Higher Education Leadership in a
Pandemic Age – from crisis to connected
campus
Extraordinary times require outstanding leadership.
The COVID-19 pandemic is causing higher education institutions around the world to have
to make very rapid strategic shifts and gear changes. Our focus in the SDCE project has
been on the priority area of student education and experience, but it is important to note in
terms of leadership energy and capacity that the full breadth of institutional endeavour has
been disrupted and displaced. From research facilities and the administration of multi-million
pound/dollar estates through to enterprise initiatives and community engagement
commitments, every aspect of our normal continuity has been torn apart by the fault line of
COVID-19.
Leadership is, in every sense, a balancing act. Leaders in good times and bad grapple with
the balance between freedom and control, achieving the task whilst supporting people,
continuity and change, direction and participation, being analytical and being creative, and
so on. One of these leadership balances that relates to strategy is the balance between the
fast and the slow. Which decisions can be made quickly because fast action is required, the
level of complexity is low and the cost of delay would be undesirable? And which initiatives
need time and space, high levels of collaborative engagement, and an emergent approach
that learns from each progressive step through discussion and the use of multiple talents?
Getting the fast/slow balance right is part of the essence of effective strategic leadership.
However, the new pandemic landscape has forced the hand of institutions and quick and
decisive action has been needed in virtually every area of activity due to the new and
imminent risk to health caused by the COVID-19 outbreak. Teaching programmes have
been rapidly moved online, alternative assessments have been put in place, campuses have
been closed, students and staff have been required to study and work from home,
university/college open days have become virtual events, leaders have had to find new
ways of communicating… the list goes on. This illustrates that the line between fast and
slow decision making has been fractured.
Then, just as those ‘fast’ challenges seem to have slightly abated, university leadership is
having to shift gear again to put in place a complete spectrum of new campus
arrangements, with social or spatial distancing, in readiness for the start of the next
session/academic year, in most cases blended with an online teaching and learning
infrastructure. And the slow, the longer-term, the carefully thought through strategies for the
next three to five years, they may now seem somewhat lost or unachievable, or at the very
least in need of significant review and realignment.
The following quotes are some extracts from the nine SDCE leadership interviews (refer to
Appendix 1) that illustrate, firstly, the importance of balance in leadership and, secondly, the
rapid strategic shifts that HE institutions are currently experiencing:
There is a balance to be struck between ‘business as usual’ decision making, actions,
reporting and so on, and extraordinary decision making, which may require different
structures from those which existed before. (L Int – H)
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Being able to adjust pace is a mark of a really good leader, I think. You need to know
when to speed up to cut through noise or pointless circular arguments, and when to
slow down to get to the bottom of dissent, to understand what’s at stake for different
people, to establish a workable solution. (L Int – H)
Strategy and our guiding principles have been useful in providing a line of sight
linking the current needs for responsive decisions and rapid action with the
overarching purpose of the university and our longer-term future. (L Int – G)
We are working particularly closely with academic staff to ensure that, whilst we have
a consistent set of overarching principles for return from lockdown, individual course
teams are able to adapt and respond to the particular demands of their curriculum to
accommodate their own very deep understandings of the ways in which their
students learn. (L Int – I)
COVID-19 is leading us all to a considerable rethink. Short-term tactical change and
a ‘strategy’ for the immediate end of year and the coming academic year has been
everyone’s priority and it is only recently that we have returned to our longer-term
thinking. (L Int – A)
The urgent financial pressures and availability of cash will create huge problems
when short-term survival will be the immediate focus, largely leaving long-term
visions to the wayside. How will leaders be able to get the right balance between
immediate preservation of cash and step-by-step making it through the next
academic year, whilst also adhering to or thinking about a truly strategic vision? The
loss of ‘where do we want to get to?’ and this being replaced with ‘how do we get to
the end of the month?’ may create real challenges in ‘coming out of COVID-19’.
(L Int – E)
That sense of community in which everybody was brought together when the
institution was ‘weathering the storm’ may begin to gradually disappear as we make
our way through recovery. There needs to be a true articulation of where Universities
feel like they are ‘going’ in their recovery phase and what the key indicators are.
(L Int – E)
The need for balance, the need to re-balance systems, expectations and relationships, has
come through strongly as one of the key features of effective higher education leadership in
this pandemic age, as we move from crisis to connected campus. Alongside this,
transformational leadership (Bass, 1985) has come across as being of central importance in
all of these discussions. Rather than transactional give-and-get relationships, the
transformational approach to leadership that is about human energy, trust, being part of
something that matters, and achieving great things based on purpose and principles, despite
both adversity and huge uncertainty, has shown through as the basis for deeper levels of
engagement.
The five faces of transformational leadership that have come to the fore in the discussions,
interactions and collective learning engagements that have taken place within the SDCE
project are:
+
+
+
+
+
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Crisis leadership
There is nothing like a crisis to define who you are.
The following text on crisis leadership is taken from a blog called Emotionally Intelligent
Leadership in a Time of Crisis: fear and reassurance published by Advance HE on 27 March
2020 (Parkin, 2020):
“Few, if any, in this new and rapidly evolving COVID-19 world would disagree that we
are facing a crisis. Whilst this is not a piece specifically on crisis leadership, it would
be useful to give that some definition. When asked by a young journalist what his
biggest fear was in leading the country former British prime minister, Harold
MacMillan, is reported to have said “events, dear boy, events”. So, firstly, a crisis is
definitely a significant adverse event. Ulmer et al. (2007) go further describing a crisis
as a “specific, unexpected, and non-routine event or series of events that create high
levels of uncertainty and threaten or are perceived to threaten an organisation’s highpriority goals”. Secondly, then, the two-fold emotional challenge of uncertainty and
threat is another feature impacting all parts of the community concerned. The third
factor to highlight is disruption. Everything from day-to-day routines and work habits
through to fundamental questions of purpose and identity may be disrupted and
come into question.
How, then, should leaders respond? Well, as ever leadership is about balance. On
the one hand, there is the pressure to act, to manage the situation, to focus on the
task, get things done and make things right. There is something very natural here in
organisational terms, as critically urgent situations readily trigger prescribed
management solutions. However, the danger is that whilst a crisis may create
urgency it seldom renders a predictable or stable landscape. On the other hand,
there is the need to support people through the often difficult transitions that are
confronted during unforecast and unpredictable change. This is one of the great
leadership balances, task-focus and people-focus, and having too much of one
without the other is at best problematic.
Writing on the subject of crisis leadership, Tim Johnson (2017) observes that “crisis
leaders routinely battle with two biases”. The first he terms ‘intervention bias’ and the
second is about abdication. The intervention bias is the drive to do something or to fix
things, perhaps before fully assessing the situation – or letting the proverbial dust
settle – and this can lead to poor decisions and making inappropriate undertakings
and commitments, and also possibly excluding the key people that need to be
involved. Abdication by contrast is about not taking responsibility, inaction, unhelpful
delay which increases uncertainty and possibly even blaming others. Resolving these
two biases is not simple, but the essence of it may lie in doing what really needs to be
done in the here and now and then engaging in a process of “constant
reassessment” working with others as the situation continues to unfold. In relation to
incident-driven crises Johnson goes so far as to suggest that leaders should “resist
the urge to do anything immediately”.”
As the piece says, “critically urgent situations readily trigger prescribed management
solutions” and that may bring about a more directive or ‘gold command’ (a term used as part
of a command hierarchy by some emergency services) approach to leadership. The driver
style, as it is sometimes termed, sets out immediate performance expectations or goals,
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evaluates ideas and contributions in relation to these, and may use incentives and pressures
to achieve what needs to be done. This style is fast, authority-based, assertive, and taskfocused.
A directive style used sparingly and in context, and with a clear rationale linked to purpose
and ‘why we are doing what we are doing’, certainly has its place, and there can be no
stronger rationale than an imminent threat to life and health.
When fast decisions and timely actions have been required, it has been necessary for
me to be much more directive in my approach than University culture usually
embraces. I observe that staff have been open to this leadership style when it has
been apparent that the health safety and wellbeing of staff and students is the driver
of decision making. (L Int – D)
Something to watch out for is that the crisis approach to leadership does not become
habitual. Over reliance on it could very well lead to a loss of trust, engagement and
collective commitment, and would stifle the creative energies of the university/college
community. Similarly, rapid and repeated cycles of crisis leadership could be devastating to
motivation and commitment, and so it is important to change gear quickly to more open,
involving and consultative forms of leadership dialogue.
University leaders can no longer hide behind the immediate urgency of the pandemic
and the rapidly changing situation as we fell into lockdown, they must be open and
coherent in their vision for how institutions will look for their staff and students.
(L Int – E)
Courageous leadership
“Courage is the first of human virtues because it makes all others possible.” (Aristotle)
One of the greatest pitfalls of leadership is the feeling that you should have all of the
answers. An even greater pitfall is trying to portray that you do. True courage is honestly
showing your own vulnerability as a leader, and saying openly when you do not know and
when the path is not clear. This also links with ideas of authenticity, showing who you really
are to others or ‘being yourself with skill’. The elements of authentic leadership have been
described as self-awareness, internalised moral perspective, balanced processing and
relational transparency (Walumbwa et al. 2008).
The concept of authenticity has become a bit over-played and "being authentic" is
heard a lot however I think that it is one of the most important characteristics of a
successful leader at any time and particularly now when many of our staff and
students are, and will be, undergoing feelings of remoteness, uncertainty and worry
and they need help, support and unwavering determination that we will get through
this together. (L Int – B)
As leaders we must steer and guide whilst seeking to reassure; accepting and
acknowledging that the road ahead isn't clear and that we are vulnerable but that we
seek to harness our collective spirit and resilience in order to diminish that
susceptibility. (L Int – B)
In a piece written for Forbes in 2018, Margie Warrell observes that “the heart of brave
leadership is the willingness to take action amid uncertainty; to do what is right over what's
expedient, and to risk failing and falling short in the process”. On the emotional inside this
involves a high degree of psychological risk-taking and resilience. In a fascinating piece of
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work around this same subject, researcher and author, Brené Brown, highlights the
importance of embracing vulnerability as a source of power and choosing “courage over
comfort in a culture defined by scarcity, fear and uncertainty” (‘The Call to Courage’ – a
Netflix special filmed in front of a live audience at UCLA, premiered on 19th April 2019.
Brown, 2018.).
Part of brave or courageous leadership is finding the critically decisive moment in which to
provide clarity. Too soon and people will feel disenfranchised and without a voice; too late
and the weight of uncertainty can lead to damaging inertia. Being courageous and getting
this moment right, as the first of the following extracts from the leadership interviews shows,
can be liberating for everyone:
People can be really relieved that a decision has been made, even if it wasn’t their
first choice. (L Int – H)
Being calm, clear, honest, consistent and rational. (L Int – A)
An organisation with direction that is effective at decision-making will support
wellbeing indirectly by providing clarity of purpose and undertaking purposeful
actions. (L Int – G)
I think provision of clarity and conviction is the most important thing we have to bring
now and for the foreseeable future. (L Int – B)
This is a time for very frequent communication with staff and students. It is not a time
for heroic statements of confidence. Everyone needs a really clear and considered
explanation of how the measures will work and why they may be required. (L Int – I)
Compassionate leadership
“A compassionate leader, as well as being a compassionate person, encourages
compassion and caring in the wider organisation.” (Poorkavoos, 2016)
The idea of compassionate leadership is an extension of the thinking to be found in relation
to emotional intelligence and leadership. Emotional intelligence balances personal
competencies, self-awareness and self-management, with social competencies, social
awareness and relationship management (Goleman, 1996). Social awareness is also
termed ‘empathy’, and this is fundamentally concerned with tuning-into and understanding
other people’s emotional makeup and needs, both over time and also their emotional
responsiveness in a given situation. The following definitions of emotional intelligence from
Peter Salovey and John Mayer (1990) capture this well:
“The ability to monitor one’s own and other’s feelings and emotions, to discriminate
among them, and to use this information to guide one’s thinking and action.”
“The ability to perceive and express emotion, assimilate emotion in thought,
understand and reason with emotion and regulate emotion in the self and others.”
As we know, unwelcome or unexpected change can cause people to display
uncharacteristic emotional responses and the leader’s attunement to these is key to
supporting personal transitions through well-functioning relationships. More recently, the
psychological discourse has in some areas moved away from or ‘beyond’ the idea of
empathy, an intuiting of another’s feelings that could be no more than ‘fine feelings’ or
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worse, used in morally dubious ways such as to manipulate, and towards instead ideas of
kindness and compassion.
“The act of feeling what you think others are feeling – whatever one chooses to call
this – is different from being compassionate, from being kind, and most of all, from
being good.” (Bloom, 2018)
Empathy, kindness and compassion were conceptions of leadership that came through very
strongly and consistently in the leadership interviews:
I see leaders around me showing kindness and being open and honest with others.
They are leading with emotional intelligence, reading the needs of people alongside
the needs of their organisations. I think the pandemic has made us all more
vulnerable and more accepting of fragility in others. (L Int – G)
(What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these
leadership challenges?) Compassionate and caring leadership whilst at the same
time having to lead difficult conversations and discussions to ensure the future
viability and sustainability of the organisation. (L Int – A)
I have had a mantra throughout this period about the importance of compassionate
and caring leadership. The phrase ‘this is not the time for….X, Y or Z’ has been the
statement from me. (L Int – A)
The idea that supported staff, in a kind and compassionate environment, will be more
motivated and productive to work towards the direction set by the leadership should
be acknowledged. (L Int – E)
I think it’s important in conversations and other communications that leaders show
kindness, compassion, empathy and their own humanity. (L Int – H)
The way we manage and lead in the difficult times must evidence our care and
compassion; our humility. (L Int – B)
Delivering a workplace culture in which staff feel valued and are treated with dignity
and respect pays dividends in terms of the quality of student experience they are
motivated to deliver. (L Int – D)
It is of crucial importance to have empathy and compassion and to demonstrate
support for all the University’s stakeholders including staff, students and alumni.
During hard times, it is natural for a culture of care to become more dominant and for
more time to be spent supporting it. (L Int – F)
Ultimately, of course, vice chancellors need to make some hard decisions which will
rarely be palatable to everyone. But they are much easier to accept if staff and
students feel that they have been listened to with empathy and humanity before the
difficult decision is taken. (L Int – I)
These are fragile times as one of the extracts above suggests (L Int – G), and without
compassion “it is so easy to be regarded as perhaps a bit soulless” (L Int – B) with a focus
on bricks and mortar and technology rather than people. In every sense that has importance
as the COVID-19 pandemic landscape unfolds it is people that matter (staff, students and
others), and everything else exists to support them – that is the truth of the socially
distanced campus. Writing about Why Compassionate Leadership Matters in a Crisis (Bailey
and West, March 2020) the King’s Fund, an independent charitable organisation working to
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improve health and care in England, tells us that National Health Service (NHS) staff are
highly skilled and motivated:
“They have great wisdom, experience and profound values of compassion. They can
all be leaders if the right conditions exist for them to be able to do what they know to
be the right thing. Unleashing their collective wisdom requires compassionate
leadership. That means paying attention to all staff, truly listening to them and being
present with them. It means truly understanding the challenges they face, rather than
seeking to impose understanding. Empathising with them, feeling their fears,
stresses, uncertainties, anxieties and exhaustion, provides the motivation to always
ask the question ‘how can I help you?’, the most important task of leadership.
Compassion should also be guided by appreciating and meeting the core ‘ABC’ of
human needs at work:
A – autonomy and control,
B – belonging,
C – competence.”
These powerful, moving and beautifully crafted words apply equally to staff and leadership in
higher education.
Collaborative leadership
If you want to go fast, go alone. If you want to go far, go together. (African Proverb)
The term co-creation is sometimes used quite liberally, almost as a kind of democratic ideal,
and its meaning can feel loose and vague. However, if ever there was a time for co-creation,
that time is now. The challenge of rapid change across differentiated disciplines,
programmes, courses and contexts to meet an uncertain educational landscape needs the
collaborative energy of the whole institutional community (students and staff). It also needs
high levels of agency, creativity and accountability from both teams and individuals.
Collaborative leadership is fundamentally about appreciating the talents of others as this
quote from Steven Spielberg (2011) nicely illustrates:
“When I was a kid, there was no collaboration; it’s you with a camera bossing your
friends around. But as an adult, filmmaking is all about appreciating the talents of the
people you surround yourself with and knowing you could never have made any of
these films by yourself.”
Collaborative engagement is also an essential prerequisite of firstly ‘collective commitment’
and flowing on from that ‘mutual accountability’ (Parkin, 2017: 115). Without the investment
of head and heart, without people having a voice, without opportunities for creativity and
shared learning, collective commitment and all the human energy that flows from it is likely –
if not certain – to remain elusive. Just because the pace of change is rapid, it does not mean
that collaborative engagement and co-creation cannot move equally rapidly. We do not have
to remain in crisis mode.
One of the ten points put forward by David Archer and Alex Cameron as part of their
manifesto for collaborative leadership is to use collaboration where it fits the situation. They
emphasise that “collaboration is a business decision not a moral choice” (2013). And
collaboration often works best within a reasonably clear framework, and this is something
that leaders can look to provide during periods of large-scale, complex and disruptive
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change. The following is a ‘clarity’ equation for leaders to use in creating a collaborative
canvas for others:
Purpose + principles + strategic choices = collaborative canvas
+ The purpose of the team or organisation – the thing we are fundamentally here to
achieve and which transcends our differences;
+ The principles and values that sit behind what we do and which guide how we do it, in
service of others (these could include principles developed specifically for the
prevailing challenge);
+ The clear strategic choices (perhaps resulting from previous collaborative dialogues)
that rule some options in and others out, for example a commitment to 60% in-course
assessment or the use of a particular digital platform. Be aware, though, that having
too many fixed strategic choices will move beyond providing clarity and will start to
stifle engagement and innovation.
The importance of dialogue, co-creation and collaboration was expressed in a variety of
ways in the leadership interviews:
I am seeing far more co-operation between organisations, parts of organisations and
among individuals; it seems we are all learning together as we tackle the wicked
problems thrown up by the pandemic. (L Int – G).
I have never worked collaboratively with so many people across the institution and so
openly with colleagues in other institutions through my networks… It has been hugely
rewarding to work in this way, often at speed, to learn with and from them and to
reach conclusions or deliver results that far exceed the capacity of any one of us
alone. (L Int – G)
Leaders are being asked to provide vision and clarity about what the university will do
and they are required to do that at pace and with congruence to espoused purposes
and strategies - to lead from the front with big ideas. Simultaneously, they are also
working more collaboratively, listening hard to varied perspectives and ideas,
creatively co-constructing ways to move forward, hearing differences in views.
(L Int – G)
I think that what I have seen are two things. One is the fantastic way in which
colleagues have pulled together and done amazing things in super short time and
also, at times of severe pressure, how some old cultural habits resurface. (L Int – A)
My approach and that of others at Manchester Metropolitan University has been one
of positive and collaborative leadership. Enabling staff at all levels to contribute and
share solutions to problems; to be empowered to move a solution from an idea to a
practical reality quickly, my Technical Service staff have been required to work in a
very agile way. (L Int – D)
My focus has been on fostering and enabling positive workplace culture, seeking to
achieve a culture where all staff feel their contribution is seen and valued and are
therefore encouraged to make a courageous and authentic contribution to the
success of the University. (L Int – D)
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The pandemic has shown that it is more important for the world to work together than
ever. (L Int – C)
Our experience at the height of the pandemic showed that collegiality and experience
sharing could build trust and confidence amongst teachers. With the teachers feeling
that they had teaching, learning and assessment under control, they would be able to
assist students build trust and confidence. This truly helps spread the sense of
commitment. (L Int – C)
For many of us, this is the worst experience in our lifetime and students, staff and
senior administrators in universities across the globe share the same feeling. It is
therefore vital to embrace an engaging leadership style based on empathy, respect,
and support for our community. (L Int – F)
We are doing everything we can in order to take people with us by improving
engagement and communication and by embracing an inclusive leadership style.
(L Int – F)
This [weekly meetings of the Executive Board] has been supplemented this year by
regular meetings between our Executive Board and all the Deans who lead both our
central academic support functions and the teaching and research within the schools
within each College. And everyone is then empowered and expected to lead locally
within our agreed overarching principles. (L Int – I)
Russell Linden (2010) identifies the top five qualities of collaborative leaders: they –
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Feel driven to achieve the goal through collaboration, with a measured ego,
Listen carefully to understand others’ perspectives,
Look for win-win solutions to meet shared interests,
Use pull more than push,
Think strategically; connect the project to a larger purpose.

Creative leadership
People are naturally creative, resourceful and whole. (Kimsey-House et al. 2011)
In all of the reports in this SDCE series two things have come across powerfully. Firstly, the
highly innovative and creative solutions that colleagues right across the higher education
sector have managed to develop and implement in response to the COVID-19 outbreak and
the various crisis measures that have been necessary. Secondly, the enormous creative
challenge that lies ahead as we look to transform learning and teaching into something that
is stable, sustainable and high quality for both existing and new students in a socially
distanced and COVID-reactive world.
Leadership always takes place in a context, and there can be few environments more suited
to creative, transformational leadership than higher education. The academic endeavour is
at its core a creative one. Even very technical and rigorously precise research has a creative
basis. From the most complex curriculum review challenge to the most wicked
interdisciplinary research question, creativity and positivity unlocks human potential at every
stage. It ignites ideas, inspires, and develops focus, commitment and energy. And
leadership can and should complement this by being creative and using creativity as the
basis for communication, positivity and engagement.
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Transforming creative ideas into actions begins with getting the environment right, and this
is the essence of positive, creative leadership. In the complex and challenging environment
of higher education leadership can so easily become impoverished – lost for time, lost for
ideas, lost for direction and lost for commitment. This is even more the case now with the
severe perturbations in the system brought about by COVID-19. Fresh approaches to
collaborative engagement, as described in the previous section, through a combination of
creativity, positivity and shared learning, bridging communities, may hold the answer.
Within the SDCE leadership interviews there are various insights and observations that
touch on the importance of creativity, innovation, positivity, inspiration and the leader’s role
in bringing ideas to life:
The overreliance on email communications and big blocks of text has unfortunately
left many messages lost or failed to bring certain changes and ideas to ‘life’. Bringing
ideas and changes to life is crucial for buy in across institutions and animates the
shared vision that management and leadership are wanting across their institutions.
(L Int – E)
It is so important that we all try to project confidence as that helps our staff to feel
calmer and more positive. (L Int – B)
I would advocate communicating more often and maintaining a positive tone.
Stripping down messages to the information that is needed and little more, ensuring
others are empowered by the communications they receive. (L Int – G)
I have been holding regular meetings via Skype to guide the direction of travel while
encouraging autonomous decision-making, actively listening to staff and coaching
decision-making. Working in this way we have been able to implement many
innovative ideas and solutions to challenging problems. (L Int – D)
My approach to working in partnership with others has been to be relentlessly
positive, actively listening to views of others, using my influence where possible and
being mindful that solutions to problems are only ever achieved through collaborative
and partnership working. (L Int – D)
The pandemic highlighted that the traditional 3-hour, heavily-weighted end of
semester physical examinations could not work. Many colleagues also realise that
cramming everything just to do well at the final exam is not what they want for their
students. They want students to be critical thinkers, problem-solvers and eloquent
communicators, and all these cannot be assessed in one final exam. (L Int – C)
Inspirational leadership is about bringing innovation, passion, commitment and
creating a sense of community. This becomes even more important during a time of
crisis. (L Int – F)
It is a tough time for all of us, but we need to keep a positive attitude and through
teamwork and collaborative approaches we will see the light at the end of the tunnel.
(L Int – F)
The challenge of taking an entire university into a completely new way of delivering
teaching and learning has been really important to the revisiting of our strategy for the
future. We have learned many lessons which would have normally taken months and
probably years of careful experimentation. (L Int – I)
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As Shawn Achor observes in The Happiness Advantage (2011: 208), “the power to spark
positive emotional contagion multiplies if you are in a leadership position”. Through a degree
of social referencing the mood of the leader can cascade across a team or an organisation,
for good or ill. By projecting positivity and an open and creative mindset, welcoming ideas
including those that may seem of less immediate utility, the seeds of an innovative
environment can be sown. So, never waste a crisis. A narrative of possibility from leaders,
overriding perhaps the reactive emotions of fear and apprehension (true self-management,
to use the term from emotional intelligence), will unlock potential in others and pave the way
for creative collaboration and problem solving. For all concerned, it will quite simply feel a lot
better, too.
From crisis to connected campus
A leader connects people with purpose… and purpose with people.
(Parkin and Nestor, 2016)
From the directive imperatives of crisis leadership to the participative engagement of
collaborative leadership, the journey to a connected campus is going to involve a complex
map of twists and turns. It will be far from a linear journey, navigated in forecastable stages,
and inspiring and maintaining collective commitment will need all of the faces of
transformational leadership described here. So, what do we mean by a connected campus?
Well, enticingly it is a term that has a range of interpretations, some of which are as follows:
+ A physical and digital campus with close interconnections,
+ A campus with a coherent and interconnected curriculum portfolio,
+ A campus which is connected with place and community,
+ A campus in which there is a strong alignment with the vision and purpose of the
institution – ‘we know what we’re about’,
+ A campus with a multitude of connections with employers, enterprise agencies and a
multitude of other stakeholder groups,
+ A campus that is a place to belong and where people feel a strong sense of
connection,
+ A campus environment where there are close bonds between students and staff, and
the sense of a single community,
+ A campus where people are empowered to discover and develop their own
connections,
+ A campus that is no longer fragmented and disconnected as a result of COVID-19.
In whatever way it is achieved, and however it is defined to fit the unique context of the
higher education institution concerned, a connected campus is the goal of socially distanced
education.
Doug Parkin, 8 July 2020.
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3. Leadership
Linked to the previous piece on Higher Education Leadership in a Pandemic Age, this
section will draw out from the five topic-based SDCE Leadership Intelligence Reports
quotes, extracts and insights that relate particularly to the theme of leadership. Bennis and
Nanus (1985) assert that “transformative leaders align the energies of others behind an
attractive goal” and while there is nothing attractive about COVID-19, the challenge for
leaders nevertheless is engaging their community in developing practical and innovative
solutions to which they can commit their human energy, with motivation and positivity. In so
many ways our response to COVID-19, in higher education and beyond, is all about
leadership.
The leadership of higher education institutions has been placed under increasing scrutiny
since the 1980s with the expansion of student numbers, changes in funding for student
places, increased marketisation and student choice, and the continuing globalisation of the
sector (Black, 2015). Furthermore, these changes have meant that most higher education
leaders, managers and administrators are reasonably well versed in large-scale thematic
change and leadership that is heavily responsive to developments in the wider external
environment. However, the COVID-19 pandemic is different, with unique leadership
challenges resulting from its systemic impact, widespread nature, longevity and personal
nature (Ho, 2020). Attis (2020) highlights five questions every university president [vicechancellor] should consider when responding to the COVID-19 crisis which it is useful to
present here since they reaffirm the cross-cutting nature of the four overarching themes and
five topic areas covered by the Advance HE SDCE project and publications:
1. How can we minimize the equity impact that emergency changes might have on
different groups of students, faculty, and staff?
2. Are we communicating in ways that inform and reassure our many stakeholders?
3. Do we have contingency and succession plans in place for administrators and
faculty who are unable to continue to perform their job duties?
4. How can we best meet our broader social responsibility to support our local
communities in a time of crisis?
5. What are the medium- and long-term consequences of the pandemic for our
institution?
In terms of the five SDCE topic areas, leadership issues, ideas and insights emerged from
the workshop discussions, and the writing of the subsequent Leadership Intelligence
Reports, in a number of conceptual and practical ways, including:
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Induction
+ Don’t over-promise, be realistic, manage expectations and be honest. Tell students
(and staff) when we don’t know, when we can’t do something and (importantly) why.
Students and staff want to know what’s coming;
+ Inclusion must be to the fore in our induction planning;
+ HE leaders and managers need to be very mindful of the additional work involved in
developing alternative provision. Workload allocation models have been ruptured by
the COVID-19 crisis;
+ The choice of city/town is often as important to student choice as the
institution/course itself. Collaboration with the local council or other regional authority
in providing an online experience of the city/town is paramount this year;
+ We also need to be mindful that students choose university for the social and
community experience as much as they do for the learning experience, and these too
will be impacted if social distancing is in place. Identity, belonging and engagement
must be addressed regardless of what type of induction model is adopted, and it must
foster a sense of community and belonging at a variety of scales;
+ Incorporating both academic and social/extra-curricular elements is essential to
provide a holistic higher education experience;
+ Reassurance is needed that if students do return to a campus-based experience this
will not be worse than if it was delivered online; conversely an online experience
won’t be worse than a campus one and that while many social events might not be
happening, they will be scheduled later or alternatives arranged;
+ Be aware of the isolating aspects of COVID-19 strategies – students need to get
together in some form to avoid some or all ending up trapped in their rooms or at
home interacting only with their laptops;
+ Induction should never stop. In 2020 it will be a process not an event, and one size
will not fit all;
+ The student body is diverse;
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+ Incoming students are anxious about what awaits them at a socially distanced
university/college, but have also had their enthusiasm dampened for what should be
the next exciting phase of their lives. A positive early experience is essential.
Space and Place
+ In a time of crisis, how do we also focus our attention on how we can transform online
spaces, re-evaluate their appropriateness/effectiveness and thereby the balance
between online and physical interaction, and ensure transformational leadership?
+ Additionally, we can only really manage what happens on campus not off campus
and we need to acknowledge that decisions made now may not be applicable given a
fluid and uncertain future; planning for a range of scenarios (including changing
guidance and requirements), and having the agility to move between them, will be
key;
+ While much of the focus has been on the possibility of significant deferrals by
prospective students this year, new ways of working are also essential to support our
existing students who wish to resume and complete their studies. Implemented well,
blended learning strategies offer solutions to many of the challenges posed by oncampus social distancing and other safety and hygiene considerations. Decisions
have to be made!
+ University and college leaders and managers are having to balance scientific advice
and government guidance against staff and student perceptions of safety. Guidance
is constantly changing as societies emerge from the height of the pandemic;
+ Online learning needs to be thought of as an equal learning space rather than
perceived as second best. Effective learning occurs across a range of environments.
Online can be better than face-to-face, and can be exploited to extend and expand
interactions (e.g. opportunity to engage around the country with professionals rather
than needing to be in a physical room) – different not worse;
+ New students may not have physically attended open days, sporting activities may be
restricted, and social functions limited. Many of these activities happen beyond the
physical campus boundaries. Nurturing a sense of belonging and engagement,
developing friendships and accessing peer support, and exploring identity also need
to inform our thinking. Alongside this, we should consider the value of serendipity;
how will those all-important chances for chance encounters, often outside the formal
university timetable, be facilitated which allow people to interact, find friendship
groups etc.?
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+ In addition to the physical space, which is highly variable in terms of its type (e.g.
campus, city-centre precinct, distributed, purpose-built or repurposed), abundance (or
not!) and quality, how this space can actually be used at the start of the next
session/semester is a very problematic question. Much is not designed for, or is
capable of accommodating, social distancing measures. Furthermore, the need for
block teaching, repeat teaching and new cleaning regimes means huge pressure will
be placed on timetabling; while blended teaching may help, evenings and weekends
are unlikely to remain sacrosanct;
+ We need to take a data-driven stance to hygiene and safety, calibrated against a
‘common sense approach’. However, common sense is a relative measure. How
realistic are accepted norms, and how can/should we manage different behaviours?
+ There are significant reality gaps between government guidance on what is hygienic
and an individual’s perception of what is hygienic. Is there value to going ‘over and
above’ in terms of perception, and hence reassurance. Can we afford this sort of
thinking, with the impact it may have on design and delivery and its cost, or should
we be concentrating on challenging inaccurate perceptions?
+ Do we simply trust our students and staff to socially distance, or are physical
mitigation factors and/or marshals necessary?
+ The pandemic requires fresh thinking on the whole campus environment, and how
we use it.

Design and Delivery
+ Short-term crisis management and longer-term sustainable pedagogies, driven by the
quality of the student learning experience, are not the same thing and we need to
rapidly move our attention to considering what the future will be like. This requires
transformational, honest leadership (including leading with kindness, care and
compassion);
+ There is still so much uncertainty regarding public health advice/legislation and
government/sector-specific agency guidance for the next semester/session (though it
is emerging rapidly), so we are designing for an uncertain future. Higher education
leaders need to try to give some clear direction and clarity to support academic
communities and others, recognising that this creates pressure on decision making at
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an individual level;
+ With regard to assessment:
“There are four aspects that it is imperative that programme directors and
others involved in the leadership of learning and teaching are able to consider,
review and act upon. These are: load; level; alignment; and authenticity.”
(Parkin, 2017: 161)
+ In addition to oversight and guidance from agencies such as the QAA, higher
education leaders also need to be mindful that consumer protection law (as it
appears in different countries and regions), which applies to the relationship between
providers and prospective and current students, continues to apply during this period
of COVID-19 disruption (UK Government, 2020). In light of this, the UK’s Office for
Students (OfS), the independent regulator of higher education in England, published
'Guidance for providers about student and consumer protection during the
coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic' on 10 June 2020 (OfS, 2020a).

Quality
+ Leadership involvement is key in quality issues. For example, in some cases the
head of institution (VC/President/Principal/Provost/Rector) hosts weekly open
‘townhall-style’ sessions with students using a video conferencing platform such as
Zoom. This allows students to ask and be asked questions directly – rather than
waiting for survey responses – and is an opportunity to gain quick student feedback
on many aspects of their experience. This is directly fed back into institutional
development and actioned quickly. An additional benefit is that it shows that senior
leaders are accessible to students;
+ Develop a checklist of things all course leaders need to consider when delivering
online as a self-assessment tool to pick up the differences with everyone being off
campus. This would mean less need for all aspects to be checked on all
programmes;
+ We need to ensure we are meeting quality assurance benchmarks efficiently and
effectively. University and college leaders, professional services and academic staff,
and students simply don’t have the time to engage in repeated overassessment,
particularly in a socially-distanced campus situation but also in the longer-term when
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the sector is recovering and adjusting to the ‘next normal’.

Inclusion
+ By providing a palette of options rather than an infinite array of possibilities we can
help provide the sense of some certainty and structure needed to navigate this
pandemic. We need to be very clear what the restricted or targeted options to choose
from are, how we reached these decisions, and how we will manage equity within
these constraints to combat existing and new inequalities;
+ In other [all] national and regional contexts, it will be very important for higher
education leaders and practitioners to have a close awareness of the equality and
human rights legislation and regulations that apply;
“As senior leaders are required to take agile and responsive decisions of
unprecedented scope to meet the challenges of Covid-19, a proactive approach to
understanding and addressing the equality impacts of these actions is vital”
(Bass, 2020).
+ An effective SEIA (strategic equality impact assessment) provides structure and
establishes an institutional framework for quality and inclusion. In particular, it allows
institutions to articulate their values, hold equality priorities through rapid strategic
change, evidence, align and mainstream commitment and action, manage risk,
support approaches and responses to complex/competing priorities and
opportunities, and identify, integrate and mainstream good practices (Bass, 2020;
Advance HE, 2019a);
+ The importance of communicating clarity where it exists is paramount, but with this
also indicating our willingness and ability to flex as circumstances change;
+ More than ever the baseline needs to be the active creation of a community of
learners which meets diverse needs, however learning is delivered;
+ One institution has developed a ‘framework of principles’ for online teaching and
learning, evaluated by a qualitative survey of staff and students;
+ Survey students on their experiences – what worked and what didn’t work? Use staff
and student surveys in your decision making;
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+ Although we have seen a need for radical and rapid responses to both the
‘emergency’ situation and to longer-term planning, inclusive practice and the needs of
all students must remain at the forefront of every decision;
+ Committee based decision making is often too slow to allow for agile responses to
the COVID-19 pandemic;
+ There are benefits to be gained from aligning equality impact assessments with risk
management strategies since the latter are more capable of responding quickly;
+ Despite our best intentions, and the hard work and dedication of all our staff, we will
get some things wrong, and make suboptimal decisions in relation to inclusion and
equity for our students. What is important is establishing systems and structures
which ensure the outcomes and impact of our decisions are evaluated. We need to
have the grace and humanity to acknowledge when we could have done better, and
our management, governance and quality assurance systems need to be fit for
purpose in allowing for rapid responses to feedback to resolve the impact of
unintended consequences;
+ Equality and the student experience need to be carefully considered for international
students currently in their home country; for example, live tutorials must not be at
unsociable times. Synchronous online delivery is a challenge;
+ It is important to emphasise that non-standard and non-traditional groups need to
have the opportunity to enjoy the same quality of experience and value for money as
others;
+ Be aware of the isolating aspects of COVID-19 strategies, which may be an
unintended consequence of other management decisions. Students need to get
together in some form to avoid some or all ending up trapped in their rooms or at
home interacting only with their laptops.

Insights and extracts from the leadership interviews (Appendix 1) relating to leadership
have been included in the previous section on Higher Education Leadership in a Pandemic
Age.
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4. Communication
Writing in 2006, Jaswinder Dhillon identified that “The challenges of developing a
[knowledge and information] strategy for a modular multi-campus higher education institution
are considerable and require a high level of commitment from senior managers and staff at
all levels of the organisation” and Jisc (1995) see information as “…the lifeblood of higher
education institutions. It is a resource and needs managing as such; this puts it on a par with
finance and human resources”. Communication is therefore of key importance, and
especially so in a crisis – communication with staff, students, their parents/supporters, the
local community, funding partners, government/government agencies and the media.
Communicate with students but do not overpromise – be honest if you don’t know.
In order to remain attractive and accessible to a wide, diverse range of students in these
uncertain times we need to have not only effective but also inclusive communication
strategies. We need to be transparent and open about how we will deal with particular
needs, and ensure the route and reach of communication is to all students. Ultimately,
choice around learner engagement will be based on a palette of options and further
communication is necessary to ensure everyone is cognisant of the range of options to
choose from, how and why we decided on these (and excluded others), and importantly how
we will manage equity within them given we cannot provide all things to all people. We can’t
just say something and expect it to fit everyone.
Different does not mean worse (but we need to communicate this!).
Students have been destabilised by the upheaval to their academic progression, exemplified
in the SDCE Induction report. However, their expectations, along with those of their parents
and supporters, appear not to have altered commensurately. The sector is therefore facing a
major reputational challenge, founded on misconceptions of, for example, the educational
value of online learning, and having to deal with phased returns to campus which may be
perceived to offer some disciplines an advantage over others. Communication is key to
redressing these perceptions, which, coupled with robust quality assurance processes, will
help ensure equivalence, equity and educational enhancement.
Technology can also play a valuable role in improved communications (Universities UK,
2015). However, this also highlights the difficulties of ensuring our communications reach
those they are intended for, since online channels may miss the students we are trying
hardest to identify; for example, does low uptake of an emergency laptop fund indicate high
laptop ownership amongst a student cohort, or the fact that the digitally-disadvantaged in
that student cohort simply didn’t receive the e-mail offering support! Establish how your
communications will reach everyone, and ensure alternative modes of communication for
those with limited access to the internet, for example.
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Communication is also two-way. To find out what students think, the best approach is to ask
them. In many instances, responses to COVID-19 have taken choice away from individuals,
and this needs to be assessed by institutions through consultation and communication with
staff and students. The lack of control felt by students and staff may cause heightened
anxiety, and we need to be clear on what is and isn’t possible (and why). Honest and
collaborative communication with students is therefore needed, and currently needed more
than ever, to ensure they feel they are partners in the learning journey.
It is also worth looking to models from outside the sector (cf. David Garvin's 'dimensions of
quality' model explored in the SDCE Quality publication [Garvin, 1987; IfM, 2016]). For
example, the Chartered Institute of Personnel and Development (CIPD), the professional
body for HR and people development (www.cipd.co.uk), recently issued a useful document
on employee communication which includes a section on communication in the time of
coronavirus which states:
"At a time of such uncertainty, good employee communication becomes even more
vital. Employers can build trust and relieve tensions by communicating regularly and
in a timely way with their employees. Communication should be transparent and
include details on how the organisation is responding to, and impacted by, the
COVID-19 pandemic, and what this means for employees... Evidence suggests that a
lack of information about wide-spread diseases can have a negative psychological
impact. Circulating reliable and up-to-date information, from government or public
health sources, will help keep employees informed of developments which may affect
them physically, emotionally and financially." (CIPD, 2020)
This also touches on the recurring themes not just of communication but also transparency,
trust and wellbeing. The Chartered Management Institute also provide a helpful ‘Ensuring
clear communication checklist’ for leaders and managers (CMI, 2013). It highlights that
“…True ‘communication’ is not necessarily the message that the sender intended to send,
nor is it even necessarily the words that the sender used – it is the message that was
understood by the receiver... [thus] Clear communication exists when the message received
is the same as the message which the sender intended to send” (see Figure 2 below).
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Figure 2 – Blah, blah, blah.
The CMI checklist also suggests that clear communication is important because:
+ it improves efficiency in all activities;
+ it reduces the frustration which arises from misunderstandings;
+ it promotes clearer, more structured thinking; and
+ clear communication involves putting oneself in another person’s place; it leads to
enhanced understanding of other people and to more effective management of
relationships. This does not mean that relationships are necessarily more
harmonious, although this may be the case.
The last bullet point is we think particularly pertinent as we plan for a return to our
campuses, with all the differences that will entail. Coupled with considerations of partnership
(below), that ‘understanding of other people’, and importantly understanding (rather than
assuming) how they communicate, is crucial to successful higher education in a COVID-19
world.
We must remember that, despite the inevitable implementation of technological
solutions to physical distancing problems, the human dimension must underpin every
decision.
Finally, with students at the fore of our attention, it is imperative that we do not forget our
communications with our staff. They too are mired in uncertainties, impacted by inclusion,
caring, skill-deficit, wellbeing and workload challenges, and often feel powerless in the
decision-making processes. A helpful leadership insight here is provided by Eliza
Anyangwe’s assertion that internal communications in higher education are
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underdeveloped, and through interviews with a number of commentators makes the case for
their value (and the need to keep staff communications separate from those for students;
Anyangwe, 2012). Good practices for internal communications highlighted by Anyangwe
include:
+ Monitoring your users' needs on a regular basis,
+ Thinking about the tone of voice;
+ Taking advantage of the web to give feedback;
+ Recognising the impact of institution size;
+ Identifying questions for effective internal communications;
+ Acknowledging communications is about people;
+ Being consistent;
+ Preserving face-to-face communication;
+ Ensuring internal communications actively support managers and leaders; and
+ Creating a dedicated, secure space online for employee communications.
Reflecting on the impact of COVID-19 on higher education in China, where students have
already returned, Professor May Tan-Mullins, a guest speaker at a SDCE workshop,
identified communication as the one thing she wishes she had done better:
“Better communications and better consultation with students and staff”.
In terms of the five SDCE topic areas, communication issues, ideas and insights emerged
from the workshop discussions, and the writing of the subsequent Leadership Intelligence
Reports, in a number of conceptual and practical ways, including:
Induction
+ Induction 2020 requires new ways of thinking, innovative practices and earlier
interventions, and will need to invoke a wide range of communication channels;
+ Communications strategies require careful implementation and a close understanding
of how new and returning students communicate;
+ Deliver small chunks of communication using a range of channels to engender and
maintain student engagement;
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+ Use both online and traditional (e.g. letter post/mail) methods;
+ Post-acceptance, there is a clear need for HE providers to differentiate between
institutional-level and subject-level communications, and ensure these are
appropriate and targeted;
+ Keep students (both new and returning) up-to-date about what is being done to
prepare for their arrival (what have you done, why have you done it, and be honest
when you don’t know);
+ Communication is not just between the institution and its students, but also between
an institution and its staff.
Space and Place
+ In many instances it doesn’t matter what we can or can’t do – however, we do need
to be transparent and manage student expectations. One of the main complaints is
students either didn’t know about something, or didn’t understand why something
was done in a particular way. As soon as we know, let the students know (and also
tell them when we simply don’t yet know!);
+ There are significant psychological and prejudicial barriers to overcome as a result of
COVID-19, including the perception that online provision is ‘lesser’. Not only does the
quality of online provision need to be high, its use appropriate, and staff trained and
supported to develop digital materials; what is being done in terms of balancing faceto-face and online learning (and importantly why) needs to be communicated clearly
and honestly to prospective and returning students and their parents/supporters.
Communication is key to overcoming the negative associations of online teaching
and learning;
+ There is a real need to understand the importance of issues of space and place in
student induction, and demonstrate that understanding in our communications (e.g.
will prayer rooms be available and how will social distancing be managed in them?);
+ It is essential we integrate effective and timely communications strategies detailing
how we are prioritising face-to-face teaching, since scarce resources are cherished;
HE institutions also need to “communicate regularly with all trade union
representatives, staff and students on health and safety issues related to Covid-19.”
(UCEA, 2020).
Design and Delivery
+ Deploy asynchronous communication tools when transferring your course online;
+ Short-term crisis management and longer-term sustainable pedagogies, driven by the
quality of the student learning experience, are not the same thing and we need to
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rapidly move our attention to considering what the future will be like. This requires
excellent, effective communication.
Quality
+ Clear communication on the requirements of students, timings and expectations is
needed, especially with regard to how they are expected to engage with
synchronous, asynchronous and ‘remote’ teaching and learning activities;
+ We need to acknowledge that perceptions are as important as quantifiable attributes.
This highlights the huge importance of communication as we navigate the COVID-19
world and the progression of ‘next normals’ (see Garvin, 1987; IfM, 2016);
+ It was generally felt that the level of rigour in terms of applying quality standards
needs to be increased and reoriented to adapt to new ways of doing things in either
an online, face-to-face or blended model going forward. There was general
acknowledgement of the need for enhanced communication, whether that be with
students, staff, internal committees, regulatory bodies, sector agencies, employers,
the media or the wider public to ensure accuracy, clarity and understanding of
standards and expectations;
+ Learning environments are likely to be very different off-campus. Asking students
how they prefer to or want to learn is important, as is having regular communication
with them and staff. Transitions, such as face-to-face to online, need to be actively
managed.
Inclusion
+ Remaining attractive and accessible to non-standard and non-traditional student
groups is even more important in light of the COVID-19 pandemic. This will require
considered, hard work on the part of the sector in terms of our communications, both
to prospective and returning students and their parents/supporters, and to the media
and society more widely. There are currently considerable tensions between
perceptions of what institutions say they will provide and what students are expecting,
and misconceptions about the value of online versus face-to-face teaching. Coupled
with potential restrictions on social and extra-curricular interactions, uncertainties
surrounding value for money, work availability while studying, graduate employment
prospects, and the safe space offered by our campuses for students to explore and
develop their identities, these perceptions may impact disproportionately on widening
participation (WP) students;
+ Communications need to demonstrate that we understand that the needs of our
students are not all the same;
+ The importance of communicating clarity where it exists is paramount, as is indicating
our willingness and ability to flex as circumstances change;
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+ Communications need to be consolidated. Collect themes from different departments
into FAQs; this reduces information overload and is more efficient in terms of
administrative staff time;
+ As universities continue to develop their detailed plans for how they will reopen their
campuses, and start to communicate these to prospective and returning students, it is
imperative that the impact of these measures and changes on non-standard students
and those from non-traditional backgrounds is fully considered;
+ Feedback from students suggest there is a danger of over-communication. Different
services in the university need to act in a coordinated, connected way to deliver the
student experience holistically;
+ Develop clear honest, single point of contact communication and be transparent
about what we can do and what is beyond our control. Encourage students and staff
to provide feedback;
+ Building these into our COVID-19 responses and future plans, and more generally
into all our design and delivery considerations, will minimise retrospective and/or
individual adjustments and highlights that best practice should be ‘Let’s find out now,
not wait until the next session starts’. However, while we can minimise iterative
adjustments these will be a factor in managing inclusion and equality going forward,
since the palette of choices will be limited. We need to have the communication
and consultative channels in place to be able to respond to feelings of
inequality and exclusion and protect the vulnerable.

Box 1: Communication – Leadership Interview extracts (from Appendix 1)
The following extracts with a focus on or connection to the theme of communication have
been distilled from the leadership interviews:
“We have been using regular all staff webinars, weekly all staff emails, our AdvanceHE
connect platform, pulse surveys, cascade comms, social team gatherings via Zoom/MS
Teams, our HR platform.” (L Int – A)
“Good practice - we have learnt through staff feedback the importance of regular comms
even if it might seem to leadership there is nothing much new to say. Just letting people
know what is going on regularly is important. People want honesty in comms but that
doesn’t mean it is always easy to receive.” (L Int – A)
“Trying to create a sense of community at a distance is a real challenge. It has been the
social events I feel which have probably done most to secure this.” (L Int – A)
“I'm not sure that everyone realises that one's emotional state is very easily transmitted
(even through Zoom) and people on the receiving end can detect if people are feeling
anxious or impatient.” (L Int – B)
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“It is impossible to over-communicate, however that needs to be balanced with a continual
check of how much further advanced is any particular group's thinking from the audience
they are communicating with.” (L Int – B)
“I think it's important to vary the ways in which people are communicated with and we
have done a mixture of blogs, videos, emails, messages on the intranet, weekly updates
and thought pieces.” (L Int – B)
“Open dialogue and support for all stakeholders are very important.” (L Int – C)
“We communicated with mass emails, of course, but I believe the online workshops with
the teachers were key to communicating with them openly.” (L Int – C)
“It has been good practice to remain well linked to our University Central Communications
and External Engagement team to ensure messaging to technical staff and students is
well linked to and representative of messaging from the Vice Chancellor’s office.”
(L Int – D)
“My experience tells me that ‘all staff e-mails’ are easily misconstrued – ‘Town Hall’ type
meetings provide an opportunity for more nuanced conversation and messaging. If staff
are to feel motivated to deliver and operationalise the fast pace of change, it is important
to share as much information as possible.” (L Int – D)
“Town halls, forums and drop-in sessions will be key…” (L Int – E)
“It could be said that communication has ‘never been easier’ given that the vast majority of
people are working digitally…” (L Int – E)
“…how to communicate in a diverse and creative way and how to decide what needs to
be communicated. There has been a hesitation to communicate certain decisions or
changes on the one hand, but then overcommunicating unnecessary information that will
‘clog up’ inboxes and news feeds on the other hand.” (L Int – E)
“…establish short-life communication groups with different stakeholders across the
University to ‘roadtest’ certain topic…” (L Int – E)
“…the overreliance on email communications and big blocks of text has unfortunately left
many messages lost or failed to bring certain changes and ideas to ‘life’. Bringing ideas
and changes to life is crucial…” (L Int – E)
“For example, an email, consisting of a wall of text, sent out to all students detailing a new
‘hybrid’ way of teaching can be seen as bland and dull, and may not even be read…”
(L Int – E)
“…a subtitled video that really brings to life, through words or animation, the changes that
we are trying to articulate at our Universities would go a long way and has already been
proved to have been received positively by different stakeholders within Universities.”
(L Int – E)
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“How will leaders get a sense of whether an autonomous School or Faculty goes ‘off
script’ to its staff and students and what are the consequences of this?” (L Int – E)
“Communication, at times, can be challenging in a physical setting and this can become
exacerbated in a virtual arrangement.” (L Int – F)
“…we relied heavily on email communications, social media, and virtual meetings. The
specific mechanisms that were used to facilitate communication included the weekly
President’s News Digest.” (L Int – F)
“…our Instagram channel witnessed more traffic as we kept posting news about the
University and its achievements.” (L Int – F)
“I would advocate communicating more often and maintaining a positive tone. Stripping
down messages to the information that is needed and little more, ensuring others are
empowered by the communications they receive…” (L Int – G)
“I have become far more likely to consider the feelings of people with whom I’m
communicating and to try and sustain their well-being at work as well as finding out about
and acknowledging their home situation.” (L Int – G)
“Even if there is no new information, it’s still important to keep communicating. Effective
communication will use multiple channels of communication – corporate comms,
presentations by leaders and managers, and conversations in smaller groups. Rumours
fill any vacuum…” (L Int – H)
“It’s harder than usual to hear beyond the surface to what someone is really saying, when
all our conversations are virtual…” (L Int – H)
“Never send long emails! I always expect people to send short emails and to ask for a
meeting if there’s more to discuss. No conflict was ever helped in anyway by being
conducted in email.” (L Int – H)
“…everyone involved in recruitment to communicate frequently with all of our students and
prospective students that we have justified confidence that we can give them an excellent
experience next year, even if access to facilities is restricted when they return in the
autumn.” (L Int – I)
“This is a time for very frequent communication with staff and students. It is not a time for
heroic statements of confidence. Everyone needs a really clear and considered
explanation of how the measures will work and why they may be required.” (L Int – I)
“I have continued my regular all staff meetings which were previously held in the Colleges
but are now online on MS Teams. Attendance has been very high and questions have
been searching. I believe that my answers are critical to building trust in the decisions
being taken.” (L Int – I)
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5. Partnership
The key principle of partnering with students and what this means was another key theme of
the discussions. As part of the UK Quality Code, the Quality Assurance Agency for Higher
Education in the UK has published advice and guidance on Student Engagement (QAA,
2018). A common practice clearly identified is as follows:
“The provider engages students individually and collectively in the development,
assurance and enhancement of the quality of their educational experience.
In practice, this means that it is widely accepted throughout the sector that the views
of all students, both individually and collectively, should inform activities undertaken
by providers. This should, in turn, inform quality processes and practice with the
purpose of ongoing improvement of the student experience, for current and future
cohorts.”
This powerfully illustrates part of the changing landscape of higher education over recent
years as regards the relationship between students, university staff and institutions.
“Learning has moved from ‘doing to you’ to ‘doing for you’ to ‘doing with you’, and that is
profound and potentially highly positive” (Parkin, 2017: 122). It will be crucial for the sector
moving forward to sustain and enhance further the relationship with students as full partners
in both the learning process and the overall life of the institution (their educational
experience).
Healey et al. (2014) provide a useful framework for engaging students as partners in
learning and teaching in higher education. Their conceptual model (Figure 3) identifies four
broad areas in which students can act as partners in learning and teaching:
+
+
+
+

learning, teaching and assessment;
subject-based research and inquiry;
scholarship of teaching and learning; and
curriculum design and pedagogic consultancy.

Very importantly, they explore the tensions between the different perspectives and
motivations, for example between staff and students, policy and pedagogy, and Students’
Unions and institutions. In light of the unprecedented perturbations brought on by the
COVID-19 crisis, and the speed at which decisions are having to be made and changes
invoked, an awareness of these tensions is we believe of particular importance to higher
education leaders at this point in time. While staff are working tirelessly to design and deliver
a quality, inclusive student experience next semester/session, the workload is taking its toll.
Furthermore, this is likely to be exacerbated by the expectations of our students and their
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parents/supporters, which have to some extent not moved to accommodate the impact of
the global pandemic on the sector.

Figure 3 – Students as partners in learning and teaching in higher education – an overview
model (Healey et al., 2014).
The last decade has seen significant steps to better engage students in their learning in
many higher education systems around the world, exemplified in the UK by Students’
Unions professionalising student representation, institutions taking student feedback more
seriously and developing student engagement schemes to support this, underpinned by real
evidence such as the National Student Survey (NSS - UK) and other sources (Levantis and
Bols, 2017):
Student engagement
Consulting

Involvement and
participation

Partnership

Time
Figure 4 – The evolution of student involvement over time (after Levantis and Bols, 2017).
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These partnerships are even more crucial at the moment. We are in uncharted waters, and
COVID-19 is an opportunity to further enhance partnership for the benefit of everyone
concerned and institutions overall – partnership and co-creation matters more than ever.
What we need to make sure of is that higher education leaders ensure this priority is
retained as we plan for the next academic year/session, and that inclusion and equity
considerations are firmly embedded in our planning for a return to socially distanced
campuses. The magnitude of the task, and the speed of change required, must not mean
partnerships with everyone involved in the enterprise are relegated. This requires effective
consultation and collaboration.
“No decision about me without me”
Communication and dialogue based on partnership will be vital, both in informing choice
from a constrained palette of options, and in supporting individual difference and responding
to unintended consequences.
"Engaging students as partners in their education, emphasising co-production of
knowledge and the importance of student representation is an essential feature of UK
higher education, and should be prioritised as such. Indeed, we would argue that
student engagement is an essential component of the character of UK higher
education – it reflects ‘higher learning’ and co-production, and it’s something the UK
has built and is envied for – as such we ought to expect it in all providers of HE."
(Levantis and Bols, 2017)
An alternative to Figure 4 (above) is the student partnership staircase tool developed by
student partnerships in quality Scotland (sparqs) to generate discussion about the role that
students play in quality (sparqs, 2018). The four stages are:
+ Information provider (completion of surveys);
+ Actor (collector and analyst of feedback);
+ Expert (recognised as experts in learning); and
+ Partner (authentic and constructive dialogue).
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Figure 5 – The student partnership staircase (sparqs, 2018).
"Student engagement should enable enhancement and change – in the students
themselves, in the student experience, in the institution and in the sector as a whole...
In monitoring the effectiveness of student engagement it is important to look at
outcomes in terms of the difference activities have made to the student educational
experience. It is also important to develop ways to ensure that students, those
involved in student engagement activities and the wider student body, are aware of
the importance that student engagement can have in influencing change."
(sparqs and sector partners, 2012).
In terms of the five SDCE topic areas, partnership issues, ideas and insights emerged from
the workshop discussions, and the writing of the subsequent Leadership Intelligence
Reports, in a number of conceptual and practical ways, including:

Induction
+ While there is a lot of activity focused on building relationships with prospective
students, induction is where these relationships really start to get traction;
+ We need to spend time finding out what students need, be they new students or
returners, without making assumptions based on the pre-COVID-19 past;
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+ Partnering with the Students’ Union, or similar representative student bodies, is seen
as key to successful online welcome events; it is very important to engage and solicit
the student view in order to understand what our students value, and why are they
coming to university;
+ It is essential that we establish at the outset what motivates our students, building up
a picture of who our students are and what they need;
+ Recognise the importance of engaging and listening to the student voice (or more
appropriately, student voices plural);
+ Decision makers in institutions will not have all the solutions – these will also come
from students/non-standard sources. Remember that students are partners in the
higher education experience; listen and allow them the space to challenge you;
+ Incorporate the student voice in how we plan learning on socially distanced
campuses and also in creating the social student experience in parallel to the
academic one;
+ What is clear is that listening to our students, and being receptive to their concerns,
needs and preferences, is good practice, and that planning in partnership with them
is crucial to ensure our induction processes are fit for the new COVID-19 landscape,
and ensure student engagement.
Space and Place
+ Work in partnership with students/the Students’ Union/other representative student
bodies to address space and place issues of belonging, community and engagement
(they are uniquely placed to lead on the social and extra-curricular aspects). They
can also play a crucial role in understanding and creating communities in a creative,
informed manner. Ask students what kind of spaces they would like access to first,
and prioritise accordingly;
+ The situation at the start of the next academic session/semester is unknown, and
thus we cannot be sure what needs to be done, and hence what can (and cannot) be
done. We need to be brave and admit we don’t have all the answers for staff and
students, and engage in active dialogue and consultation with them. Work in
partnership with your Students’ Union/other student representative bodies;
+ There will be pressures from international partners, and international students, to be
cognisant of, and implement, what has been done in other countries/students’ home
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countries to ensure institutions are still attractive/deemed welcoming to international
students. Are our institutional policies seen as adequate or inadequate through an
international student’s (or their parents’/supporters’) eyes? Are we doing all we can to
reassure students?
+ Changes to course design will impact on partner institutions and they need to be
involved from the outset, particularly validating partners and industrial partners;
+ Returns to campus need to be phased to ensure numbers are kept low, and social
distancing more easily maintained. Thus, phased return timetables need to be
produced in partnership with staff and students. For example, libraries could be
reopened in the early phases, since they already have barriers/turnstiles and log the
numbers in and out of a building;
+ The sense of community differs between campus and city universities. The latter are
more closely integrated into the local and wider community. How will local
communities react to the recommencement of university life post-lockdown? Potential
nervousness needs to be proactively managed, and in dialogue with the local
communities;
+ University leaders need to work with civic or local partners wherever appropriate
including councils, local resilience forums (in England) and community groups (UUK,
2020);
+ Smaller higher education providers are often reliant on guidance from validating
partners. This has the potential to cause issues if practicalities don’t align with
building spaces;
+ The campus is not an island and it is essential that safety considerations are
extended geographically beyond its formal boundary. It is not sufficient to just think
about classrooms and surrounding space in our charge. We must also extend our
safety considerations and planning to encompass how staff and students get to
campus – the ‘commuting’ aspect – and also private student accommodation.
Design and Delivery
+ In relation to teaching design and delivery an extremely good and relevant model of
inclusive curriculum design has been proposed by Morgan and Houghton (2011):
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"[The design process] builds on partnership between students, colleagues and
other stakeholders including professional bodies, sector bodies, international
partners and employers to enrich the curriculum content and relevance."
+ Short-term crisis management and longer-term sustainable pedagogies, driven by the
quality of the student learning experience, are not the same thing and we need to
rapidly move our attention to considering what the future will be like. This requires
integrating the student voice through open partnership;
+ Course design and delivery isn’t something which should be done to students;
partnership with Students’ Unions/other representative student bodies is essential;
+ University/college leaders need to establish the best way to incorporate student
engagement and partnership into critical elements such as course design. How can
we maintain or increase the emphasis on student-centredness and self-direction
which we know is so important for supporting adult learners?
+ Where there is existing movement towards developing online delivery, this can be
expedited by bringing in other partners (e.g. central IT twinned with learning
technologists, for instance).
Quality
+ For study abroad students, allow partner institutions to use their own policy in relation
to COVID-19, e.g. in approving extensions;
+ Open up discussions about what makes a good higher education experience; there is
a need for clearer messages from Professional, Statutory and Regulatory Bodies
(PSRBs) about what their expectations are in order to meet their obligations;
+ There is a need to continue to meet regulatory body requirements, for example
medical professional bodies. How quickly are they responding? How will their
requirements be met? It is imperative we continue negotiating with PSRBs;
+ In the UK, the devolved nations/governments have different accreditation
requirements. For example, the requirements in accountancy are different for
different accreditors, which is causing problems. As another example, there are also
concerns with aircraft engineering courses and associated PSRBs.
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Inclusion
+ Honest and collaborative communication with all participants (students, colleagues
and other stakeholders), and being receptive to feedback as part of an ongoing
process of inclusive provision, is needed to ensure they feel they are partners in the
learning journey;
+ Partnership with Students’ Unions/other representative student bodies, along with
effective peer mentoring, is essential to fully support students to develop a sense of
community;
+ If we are to fulfil our goal of engaging students in learning that is meaningful, relevant
and accessible to all and embracing diversity (Hockings, 2010), it is clear that we
need to accommodate flexibility in our approaches, irrespective of how many
differences are accommodated on our ‘palette’. In order to achieve this we need to
ensure we are reaching all the student voices – partnership with our students is
therefore crucial to being inclusive and equitable.
“As senior leaders are required to take agile and responsive decisions of
unprecedented scope to meet the challenges of Covid-19, a proactive approach to
understanding and addressing the equality impacts of these actions is vital”
(Bass, 2020).

Box 2: Partnership – Leadership Interview extracts (from Appendix 1)
The following extracts with a focus on or connection to the theme of partnership have
been distilled from the leadership interviews:
“…try to do more collaborative and partnership working. The importance of this for us as a
national agency is to ensure that we don’t duplicate our efforts in trying to serve the higher
education community as we all find our respective ways into a new world of HE.”
(L Int – A)
“We are in regular discussion with our Students’ Union and include the officers in our
discussions. We have increased the discussions with the Trades Unions in order that their
officers and subsequently their members are kept fully informed.” (L Int – B)
“…the decisions to be made and the support to be provided must be based on the acute
needs and requirements of the constituents, hence the dialogue to gather their views and
understand their circumstances.” (L Int – C)
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“For students, there were dialogues from the most senior in our university, the President
and VPs with student representatives, all the way to individual teachers…” (L Int – C)
“…we must ensure that our students must have the training and knowhow to deploy
technology to assist mankind, and exhibit ethical reasoning to arrive at their decisions”.
(L Int – C)
“The committee have invited technical colleagues from Universities across the UK to
attend and share approaches and best practice.” (L Int – D)
“My approach to working in partnership with others has been to be relentlessly positive,
actively listening to views of others, using my influence where possible and being mindful
that solutions to problems are only ever achieved through collaborative and partnership
working.” (L Int – D)
“A true understanding and appreciation for the ‘issues on the ground’ will be vital in
recognising how institutions move forward…” (L Int – E)
“University leaders would do well to foster strong relationships with incoming student
representatives…” (L Int – E)
“University leaderships should largely see student representatives as students, rather than
colleagues who just so happen to especially care about the student experience.”
(L Int – E)
“…allow them [proposed changes] to be driven and adapted by those who have the firsthand lived experience.” (L Int – E)
“…regular virtual meetings were held with the Student Council in order to seek their views
about the online experience and how we could improve things. Good practices included
virtual…” (L Int – F)
“We collaborated to come up with some innovative practices …” (L Int – F)
“…we arranged various events with our students in order to keep them attached to the
university as they kept telling us that they were missing the campus experience. We also
produced virtual tours of the University with commentary in both English and Arabic and
posted them on Instagram in order to keep the students engaged with the University.”
(L Int – F)
“…we have put arrangements in place to engage virtually with our students and alumni to
seek their views about the future direction of the University.” (L Int – F)
“I am seeing far more co-operation between organisations, parts of organisations and
among individuals; it seems we are all learning together as we tackle the wicked problems
thrown up by the pandemic.” (L Int – G)
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“I have never worked collaboratively with so many people across the institution and so
openly with colleagues in other institutions through my networks…” (L Int – G)
“…task groups are formed to deliver specific areas of work bringing together diverse roleholders and with that, diverse perspectives.” (L Int – G)
“It has been hugely rewarding to work in this way, often at speed, to learn with and from
them and to reach conclusions or deliver results that far exceed the capacity of any one of
us alone…” (L Int – G)
“I rank listening very highly in any partnership, and I use approaches I’ve learnt from
coaching sometimes to elicit more information from people about what there are trying to
achieve…” (L Int – H)
“… establish[ing] where you have shared ground before trying to resolve areas of
difference.” (L Int – H)
“Members of our Executive group have been meeting with the SU (Students’ Union)
officers regularly throughout lockdown to ensure that we can try to resolve concerns
before they become real problems.” (L Int – I)
“In my experience, most people are happier and more fulfilled if they feel that they are
working in an environment in which the difficult choices are informed by honesty and
transparency on the part of the leaders.” (L Int – I)
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6. Wellbeing
The sector’s primary consideration when we reopen our buildings and campuses is
the health, safety and wellbeing of our students, staff, visitors and communities.
Examples of recent guidance in this regard, mostly relating to the UK context, is detailed in
the Design and Delivery Leadership Intelligence Report in this series (p. 22), including that
from Universities UK (UUK), the Office for Students (OfS), The Universities and Colleges
Employers' Association (UCEA), the public service union UNISON and the UK Government,
all of which were published in June 2020 1.
“The health, safety and wellbeing of students, staff, visitors, and the wider community
will be the priority in decisions relating to the easing of COVID-19 restrictions in
universities” (UUK, 2020).
The easing of social lockdown restrictions and the gradual reopening of our campuses will
be felt differently by different groups as a result of public health and governmental advice
and guidance, decisions we make about how we teach, how our space can be used, and
also psychologically.
It is not only institutions who are managing risk. Individuals too will be having to
balance what they feel comfortable or are able to do against an institution’s
COVID-19 offering.
It is essential we consider the needs of all our students, and provide appropriate and flexible
protection and support to ensure no one is excluded and opportunities are equitable for all.
The wellbeing of our students and staff encompasses mental and physical health, and links
strongly to considerations of inclusion and equity. More pervasively, the COVID-19
pandemic has dramatically impacted students’ day-to-day lives and many will be facing new
Some examples of recent guidance which impacts directly on learning design and delivery in different
contexts include:

1

+ Considerations for reopening institutions of higher education in the COVID-19 era (UCHA [USA],
+
+
+
+
+

2020);
Higher education: reopening buildings and campuses (Department for Education [UK], 2020);
Principles for work ing safely on campus during the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic (UCEA [UK],
2020);
Work ing safely during coronavirus (COVID-19) (UK Government, 2020);
Social distancing and hygiene in the work place (UNISON [UK], 2020);
Principles and considerations: emerging from lock down (UUK, 2020).
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challenges to their mental health (OfS, 2020a), which will require institutional and national
support (for example in the UK, the new online Student Minds and Student Space
programmes [www.studentminds.org.uk] available at
www.studentminds.org.uk/studentspace.html).
When considering healthy universities, a ‘healthy settings’ approach encourages us to think
about the whole system rather than separate or isolated elements. Every part of a setting,
such as a university or college environment, can have an impact on health and wellbeing,
and the elements combine and interact. Diet, accommodation, physical exercise, alcohol or
drug use, travel, the layout of buildings, social interaction, friendships, identity issues,
inclusion, funding and finance, learning design, tutor support, assessment practice, digital
literacy, access to resources and personal individual needs all come together to make up
the setting which has an impact in terms of either enhancing or reducing the health of
individuals and groups. The concept of the healthy university is extremely important for
promoting the physical and mental wellbeing of both students and staff: “a Healthy
University aspires to create a learning environment and organisational culture that enhances
health, wellbeing and sustainability” (Healthy Universities Network, UK https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/).
The whole university approach to health, wellbeing and sustainability “is built on a broad
understanding and framing of health and… involves three key domains:
+ developing a supportive ethos, organizational culture and learning, working and
living environments;
+ embedding health into the university’s business and joining up all aspects,
activities and areas of work and
+ focusing on the whole population, promoting the health and well-being of
students, staff and the wider community.”
(Dooris, Powell and Farrier, 2019)
The following figure (Figure 6) illustrates a whole university and whole system approach:
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Figure 6 – Implementing a whole university and whole system approach to health, wellbeing
and sustainability.
Adapted from Dooris, M., Powell, S. and Farrier, A. (2018) Healthy Universities: Whole
University Leadership for Health, Wellbeing & Sustainability. London: Leadership
Foundation for Higher Education/Advance HE. ISBN: 978-1-912137-92-3. Report available
at: https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/knowledge-hub/healthy-universities-whole-universityleadership-health-wellbeing-and-sustainability [accessed 1 July 2020].
In relation to the impact on mental health of the changes brought about to higher education
by the COVID-19 outbreak and pandemic, the following references are highlighted:
+ Planning For a Sustainable Future: the importance of university mental health in
uncertain times. Produced by Student Minds (June 2020) and available at
https://www.studentminds.org.uk/charter_sustainablefuture.html
+ Stepchange: Mentally Healthy Universities. Produced by Universities UK (May 2020)
and available at https://www.universitiesuk.ac.uk/stepchange-mhu
+ The University Mental Health Charter. Produced by Student Minds (Gareth Hughes
and Leigh Spanner, 2019) and available at
https://www.studentminds.org.uk/charter.html
There is so much more that could be written in relation to wellbeing and the COVID-19
pandemic landscape. It must be remembered that stress and uncertainty are the new
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normal, and higher education providers need to embrace the notion of co-creation if they are
to respond to this effectively. It is only by listening to students – really listening – that we can
understand and respond to both individual and collective needs. One solution will not fit all,
and universities and colleges must be prepared to deliver multi-channel and multi-faceted
solutions. Superficial responses will not work – solutions need to be baked in not bolted on.
Self-care will be important for staff if they are to remain resilient and have the capacity to
support students, and the challenge of isolation for those working or studying from home
must be considered deeply: I’m not working from home, I’m living in work!
A final point for awareness is that the COVID-19 pandemic has significantly magnified a
range of health, social and educational inequalities:
“The impact of Covid-19 is being felt differently across the university community. Both
the pandemic and the transition to emergency remote teaching has served to magnify
a range of health, social and educational inequalities. Low-income, female, those with
pre-existing mental health conditions, living in overcrowded households, living in
urban areas, living with children, those from lower socioeconomic groups, nurses,
carers, care leavers and estranged students are just some of the populations whose
mental health has been disproportionately impacted during lockdown. The unique
challenges experienced by students with disabilities, international students,
placement students, year abroad students, postgraduate research students, early
career researchers, key workers, staff and students in clinical practice, BAME
communities and those experiencing domestic violence, abuse and race-related hate
crime have also been highlighted consistently in our listening.”
(Planning For a Sustainable Future: the importance of university mental health in
uncertain times. Produced by Student Minds [June 2020])
In terms of the five SDCE topic areas, wellbeing issues, ideas and insights emerged from
the workshop discussions, and the writing of the subsequent Leadership Intelligence
Reports, in a number of conceptual and practical ways, including:
Induction
+ We need to be mindful that prospective students in many national contexts have
seen their schooling conclude abruptly, depriving them of key milestones both
academically (e.g. examinations) and socially (e.g. the end-of-year prom);
+ Prospective students are anxious and dispirited and their parents/supporters fearful,
and they may have not been able to attend open days and have the opportunity to
receive face-to-face crisis-related reassurance relating to their academic future.
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Managing this disappointment, and acknowledging the anxieties that students are
currently feeling, is paramount – they need reassurance that it is OK to not be OK at
the moment, but we are here to listen and help. A conscious effort by universities is
needed to boost students’ positive emotions, and we need to manage expectations.
In order to do this, we need to establish what our student’s value and understand why
they are coming to university;
+ Many prospective students have had little or no educational structure since the
lockdown was introduced and universities/colleges need to re-establish this early on;
+ We need to deliver induction events in innovative ways in order to share information
and bring people together virtually and, if possible, physically; we also need to put
mechanisms in place to ensure those relationships and connections are then carried
forward;
+ It will be necessary to think creatively and differently about teaching timetables if
students are physically remote and online, since this potentially disrupts other
engagement opportunities in a diverse student body;
+ We need to explicitly address student anxieties about access to proximity-reliant
facilities (such as laboratories, dance studios, theatre stages, computing rooms etc.)
and interactions (e.g. other musicians and performers, laboratory technicians, life
models etc.);
+ Significant work will need to be undertaken to redesign induction materials and their
mode and sequencing of delivery;
+ Recognise that belonging is essential, and that students are emotional beings.

Space and Place
+ We will have to work doubly hard this year to foster a sense of belonging in order to
validate choices of programme of study and institution – in addition to establishing a
sense of wellbeing, and underpinning academic and extracurricular achievement,
student retention will depend on it. What is more, acknowledging the importance of
place beyond the campus in terms of wellbeing and whole-person engagement is
also more important this year given the likelihood of the widespread adoption of
blended teaching and learning strategies;
+ We need to be aware and pay attention to the mental and physical wellbeing of our
staff and students. It is about finding ways of fostering connection, especially when
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physical distancing is required. It is also about supporting re-deployment, and
upskilling and mitigating any inequalities related to access to technology, home
environment and financial wellbeing;
+ Fire safety and first aid provision needs to be considered carefully, and emergency
procedures for mobility impaired individuals re-evaluated, in light of both social
distancing protocols and also when alternative space use is being planned. Reassessing risk assessments is paramount;
+ There are still many unknowns relating to the virology of coronavirus, for example,
how long it persists viably on certain surfaces. This creates practical issues for room
use (e.g. cleaning between classes) and more generally (e.g. how often clothes need
to be laundered);
+ Inclusion can be a challenge where teaching is delivered across multiple campuses.
There are also extra challenges when buildings are older, for example where there is
no lift access to all floors. Small rooms may not accommodate those with access
issues and usual access routes used through campus may no longer be available
and, consequently, not be accessible;
+ There are significant reality gaps between government guidance on what is hygienic
and an individual’s perception of what is hygienic. Is there value to going ‘over and
above’ in terms of perception, and hence reassurance. Can we afford this sort of
thinking, with the impact it may have on design and delivery and its cost, or should
we be concentrating on challenging inaccurate perceptions?
+ We must ensure equity of provision for students unable to be ‘on campus’ (e.g.
because of international travel restrictions).
“HE providers are autonomous bodies, independent from government and have a
responsibility to support students with mental health conditions. It is for you to
determine what welfare and counselling services you need to provide to your
students to offer that support. You are experts on your own student population and,
therefore, best placed to identify the needs of your student body.” (DfE, 2020)

Design and Delivery
+ Develop over-arching top-level principles at the outset regarding moves to online
learning, allied with the benefits of co-creation and facilitator ownership. These
should focus on areas such as work culture (how do you create shared purpose),
being agile, the wellbeing of staff and students, and developing sustainable high53
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quality programmes of learning. Students must be at the heart of planning. In
addition, there needs to be a focus on evaluation from the outset, and subsequent
monitoring and iterative improvement;
+ Beware of staff burn-out resulting from requesting they have everything ‘done by the
end of the summer’, and being unable to take leave etc. These pressures are leading
to high levels of effort and work now, and exhaustion will follow. Staff wellbeing is a
major issue.
Quality
+ Not only is there unprecedented uncertainty, but our resources are split between
looking backwards and forward, with huge implications for staff time, workloads and
wellbeing;
+ We need to support the health and wellbeing of our learners;
+ Our overriding consideration and priority is the health, safety and wellbeing of
students, staff, visitors, and the wider community;
+ Quality is quality, irrespective of how and when it is delivered.
Inclusion
+ We need to work more closely together, linking student services and wellbeing and
academic quality and regulation. There is a need to establish the institutional systems
to support students, and also peer-to peer roles;
+ For some students, particularly those from marginalised groups, going to university is
an opportunity to step into an identity that they may not feel able/safe to claim when
living with family (e.g. LGBTQ+ students). If this can’t happen due to restricted
access to campuses and peers this may impact significantly on mental health and
wellbeing. What can be done to provide a sense of community (and access to
particular communities) when students are not physically on campus?
+ Establish a referral system for student wellbeing which is accessible via a number of
routes.
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Box 3: Wellbeing – Leadership Interview extracts (from Appendix 1)
The following extracts with a focus on or connection to the theme of wellbeing have been
distilled from the leadership interviews:
“Leading a fatigued and weary staff through all these changes.” (L Int – A)
“…taking the time to try to imagine how things will be feeling for others whose experience
can and will likely be very different from your own. Fear, loss, juggling home/homeschooling/caring responsibilities, isolation; all are happening to people and they have their
work to do. For some this will be a happy escape. For others it may be the final straw.”
(L Int – A)
“Talk to people to find out what is on their minds or troubling them. Test out ideas. Listen
really hard.” (L Int – A)
“The importance of leaders looking after their own well-being, in order to be able to look
after others and their organisation!” (L Int – A)
“There are also those with caring responsibilities to consider as they may find it difficult to
return to the campus whilst the restrictions on schools, childcare and vulnerable groups
remain.” (L Int – B)
“Before anyone returns to campus, there will be a confidential 1:1 discussion about their
personal circumstances that will act in a similar way to an individual risk assessment.”
(L Int – B)
“Our priority is to support the health, safety and wellbeing of all our students and staff.
I think we need to be watching very carefully the stress on leaders and indeed on our staff
and our students. Many of our leaders are not taking appropriate periods of rest and
recuperation and are working even more excessive hours than they were before
lockdown. Human beings are social animals and long periods of isolation will have already
caused unfortunate behavioural problems for some and this will become more
pronounced.” (L Int – B)
“…everyone is a wearing a mask, and every venue checks individual’s body temperature
on entering the premises.” (L Int – C)
“They [staff returning to campus] do so reassured that senior leaders support flexible
working arrangements to enable staff to travel at non-peak times, a generous cycle to
work scheme, free parking on campus and a wide range of health and wellbeing support
via occupational health and HR teams.” (L Int – D)
“There is a clear message from the top that staff wellbeing and engagement is at the
centre of planning and a recognition across the board that staff engagement is directly
linked to their achievement and performance.” (L Int – D)
“There are many stress-factors on wellbeing for staff and students, and the urgency of
leadership acknowledging this, even as they experience it themselves, will be key.”
(L Int – E)
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“The idea that supported staff, in a kind and compassionate environment, will be more
motivated and productive to work towards the direction set by the leadership should be
acknowledged…” (L Int – E)
“For student leaders, the health and wellbeing of the student body will be a top priority…”
(L Int – E)
“A mindset shift is needed, as we will be dealing with students who have been under
enormous psychological pressure resulting from having to stay at home for a prolonged
period of time and the ever-present fear of contacting the virus.” (L Int – F)
“This is tiring and depressing, but we should not lose faith, as there will be an end to this
ordeal by God’s grace and our togetherness.” (L Int – F)
“…it has placed a focus on enjoying life and work whenever we can”. (L Int – F)
“It is therefore of crucial importance to have empathy and compassion and to demonstrate
support for all the University’s stakeholders including staff, students and alumni.” (L Int – F)
“In the near term, I think there are risks from fatigue and anxiety as we continue to plan for
an uncertain future.” (L Int – G)
“The move to home working, changes to work practices, routines and timelines alongside
wider societal and familial circumstances and concerns have negatively affected the wellbeing of many.” (L Int – G)
“Many people need or want to ‘take a break’, reflect, rest and recharge.” (L Int – G)
“…providing support for staff and student wellbeing creates a culture of care…” (L Int – G)
“A culture of care would be a great legacy of university leaders to endure in the new
normal.” (L Int – G)
“It’s a cliché, but looking after yourself is really important. Sleeping, eating, exercising and
time off are essential to wise decision making.” (L Int – H)
“…bear in mind that staff I am talking to or in correspondence with may be suffering from
anxiety, tiredness and overwork…” (L Int – H)
“…planning for a socially distanced campus… in a way that reassures our whole
community that we have properly considered everyone’s health and safety and listened to
their concerns.” (L Int – I)
“…we shall need to continue to call on the same generosity of spirit which our staff have
showed in adapting and moving our teaching and learning on-line whilst also asking
students to plan their access to the campus at times that ensure that other students will
have an equitable access to all of our facilities.” (L Int – I)
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7. Governance
Socially-distanced campuses and education and good governance – how can we
prepare for the scrutiny to come?
(This section was prepared and written by Victoria Holbrook, Assistant Director Governance,
Advance HE.)
The work of this holistic and rapid project looking across all the aspects of delivering socially
distanced campuses and education has inevitably raised a number of governance
questions. We know that governing bodies are working hard with their executive teams to
weather the COVID-19 storm, address financial sustainability and to make the return to
teaching, learning and research – whether on campus or not – as safe and successful as
possible for both students and staff.
As the academic year 20-21 takes shape (or the next session or semester in other contexts),
the questions that governors will need to ask are becoming clearer and these will be the
subject of a separate Advance HE briefing. Yet there are things that those of you whose
work will end up before the governing body can do now to prepare for the eventual – and
appropriate – scrutiny. This is a part of the public debate around SDCE that is often missing,
yet it is incredibly important, emphasising the connectivity between our governance systems,
leadership and management. This is for a number of reasons, such as those below, which
you will no doubt recognise:
+ The governing body remains ultimately accountable for assuring quality and
standards, even if the heavy lifting of providing that assurance is done by a senate
or academic board. Providers in England commit to testing and signing off these
assurances as part of their ongoing registration with the Office for Students.
+ In England at least, the regulator the Office for Students is ostensibly ‘principles
and risk-based’ meaning that the contextual, nuanced approaches to complying
with conditions are yours to own (and if necessary, defend).
+ Any organisation’s greatest asset is its people. Staff as well as student wellbeing
is rising up the agenda for governing bodies and rightly so.
+ Much has been said and written about equality, diversity and inclusion in recent
weeks and there is a real opportunity to create change as we develop new
strategies and approaches to delivering higher education – and one which our
stakeholders rightly expect us to grasp.
+ There are time lags in student outcomes and survey data which mean that issues
affecting individual or intersecting groups of students can be difficult to spot and
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may not ‘show up’ for years to come. Deborah Johnston, PVC at London South
Bank University, UK, wrote usefully about the data challenge in the context of
COVID-19 for Wonkhe (2020): https://wonkhe.com/blogs/why-we-should-allmourn-the-disruption-to-student-outcome-data-2/
Key to successfully navigating these issues from a governance perspective is the ability for
you and your teams to demonstrate the rationale and evidence for decision-making and
change on an ongoing basis. Just as there is a move for greater transparency in governance
generally, the ability to show (and keep) your workings with the associated data and
evidence is perhaps more important than ever before. It may be two, three years or more
before the impact of COVID-19 is truly seen in data and research at an institutional or
departmental level, and can be fully understood. Your boss and your board – or even your
regulator or the public through freedom of information requests (FOI) – will likely want to
understand the results.
With that in mind, and looking across the SDCE project, we offer you the following five
reflective but practical questions:
1. Have we captured our operational and executive decision-making clearly enough and
where is it kept?
Good record keeping. Not the most exciting of subjects for most of us but of vital
importance especially with the move to online working across a multitude of
platforms. We are all working at incredible pace in complex circumstances and it can
be very difficult to keep clear decision-making trails. My plea is to take steps now to
collate and file however best you can those exchanges, those decisions and notes
somewhere that you can easily lay your hands on them in future (leaving them to
languish in your inbox is probably not a good idea). Better still, ask what is your
‘corporate’ source of truth? Could your successor or an auditor in three years’ time
find out easily how and why a key decision was taken? For example, when to reopen
campus or to deliver blended teaching and learning in [insert department here].
2. Are we doing enough to understand and capture – in real time – the impact of our
changes to teaching, learning, the student experience and wellbeing on different –
and intersecting – student and staff groups?
Given the time lags outlined above, are we able to outline clearly (e.g. in a briefing at
short notice) the ways in which we are regularly already taking the temperature
across our student and staff populations and how that information is being used to
guide improvements to what we are doing? Where is this being reported? Is it being
brought together to paint a joined-up picture?
In what ways are the Students’ Union (where the President is often also a member of
the institution’s governing body) or other representative groups being engaged in
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policy and practice development (and the associated project governance structures)
such that you can meaningfully demonstrate to your board sound partnership working
and student/staff engagement?
As for academic governance, can we demonstrate clearly through our senate or
academic board agendas and minutes the full nature of the discussions which are
taking place, the decisions made and how these are fed up to the board to provide
them with ongoing assurance? This should include of course how changes to
assessments and learning and teaching approaches might be (or are) affecting
students and staff differentially.
3. Are we embedding equality, diversity and inclusion (EDI) into our strategy
development and decision-making?
Linked to question 2 above, which if done well enables diverse views and voices to
be heard, if your governing body was to ask (as it should) how the university
assessed the impact of a strategic policy change upon EDI, would you know where to
find the answer, who can help or which tools to use?
If you are spending time creating new strategies how can you embed that thinking
from the outset? The Public Sector Equality Duty in the UK already requires providers
to do this for certain protected characteristics, but how is this truly evident and
impactful such that you, and not an EDI lead or Human Resources team (HR), could
clearly describe it? There is guidance and examples available at
https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/news-and-views/implementing-effective-strategicequality-impact-assessment-seia from work which the Scottish Funding Council
commissioned from Advance HE.
4. How are we evidencing the communication of our plans and changes to applicants,
continuing students (especially given the expectations of consumer law or the
regulator as they apply) and staff?
Imagine this time next year and someone – perhaps a student or the trade union –
says ‘but I was never told it would be different/I needed to do x another way’. Will you
be able to trace your steps back and tell the story clearly about what changes applied
when and how consultation happened?
Logs, CRMs, flow charts – they may all feel bureaucratic to keep up to date in a fastpaced communications environment but they will undoubtedly help so it is right to
identify now if there is insufficient capacity to do this well. It undoubtedly feeds into
point 1 about knowing where is your ‘corporate’ source of truth.
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5. How are we demonstrating to ourselves and our governing body that we remain
compliant with our legal, regulatory and financial requirements?
If someone asks ‘at what point did you realise…’ what evidence will you have? Most
governing bodies are well used to receiving regular updates on financial health and
risk, and have programmes of internal and external audit. However, it can still be hard
for them to maintain timely oversight of their continued ability to meet the
requirements the institution is subject to because updates on component parts might
be infrequent or entirely separate. Compliance frameworks and mapping are ways to
help with this, complex as they are. What is the process for regular review by
executive of such matters? Can you be confident that a system of escalation is in
place and working? Given the pace of change and the febrile operating environment,
these may need adapting to be more agile and timely so that you can evidence
clearly the signal and the response.
It is nigh on impossible to capture every scenario or do each full justice here but we hope
these provide some useful reminders about the importance of evidence so that we can all be
as prepared as possible to enable effective governance in the interests of students, staff and
the sector. Advance HE endeavour to support you as much as possible, working with key
partners the Committee of University Chairs (CUC - UK), the Association of Heads of
University Administration (AHUA - UK), Universities UK and our own strategic advisory
groups comprising international and varied provider type representation.
If you would like to discuss any of these points further, please contact Victoria Holbrook at
Victoria.holbrook@advance-he.ac.uk
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8. Areas not directly covered by the SDCE
project
While the ‘socially distanced campus’ is a very broad issue, the focus of the Advance HE
SDCE project has been on the priority area of student education and experience. The
project has focused on when and how we will open our campuses, and through collective
and collaborative learning has explored in depth five key topic areas (Induction, Space and
Place, Design and Delivery, Quality and Inclusion). Given the nature of the challenge,
and the need to deliver information, intelligence and inspiration quickly in response to the
rapidly unfolding COVID-19 pandemic, our focus and discussions have primarily been on
undergraduate student education and experience. For this reason, we have placed
undergraduates at the heart of every part of our conversations, including new students,
along with their need to be valued and part of a community in which they belong. This also
came across as the main preoccupation of many of the participants in the project
workshops. However, we acknowledge that the effects of COVID-19 on the higher education
sector has impacted and will continue to be felt across every aspect of our activities.
Taught and research postgraduate students
We are particularly conscious that, given the educational focus of these Leadership
Intelligence Reports, both taught and research postgraduate students have not featured
strongly as a category in their own right. While many of the issues raised across each of the
five topic areas are applicable to these higher levels of study, and will therefore be of use in
planning for the return of postgraduate students to our campuses, there are also some
issues which may be of particular relevance to these cohorts.
As with undergraduates, the impact of the pandemic on those studying for higher degrees is
potentially huge: work on research projects may have been interrupted or had to stop
(particularly for those needing access to laboratories and other specialist equipment), and
degrees may need to be interrupted or suspended, with an associated loss of stipend, and
hence maintenance income (Cornell, 2020). Sustaining postgraduate taught degrees (PGT)
is also of concern. We need to consider not only how we can best protect this source of
income but, more importantly, this key cadre of students who contribute to the rich diversity
of academic endeavour in our institutions and who will apply the skills and knowledge they
acquire during their PGT degrees to personal and national economic success. Possible
solutions here include (Morgan, 2020):
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+ Developing dual routes. This would make courses flexible by enabling students
to transfer within three months of starting a course between different types of PGT
courses, thus providing pathway options for students who feel they made
incorrect study choices and potentially support completion rates (for example,
moving from a Master’s to an MPhil).
+ Accrediting modules not a course. This would provide the flexibility to run
modules as short courses. It would also provide staged learning routes so
students do not have to register for a Master’s but can enrol for a certificate or
diploma and build-up to a Master’s qualification at their own speed.
+ Different study delivery. In order to expand (with limited cost) or to maintain
(due to low take up) part-time courses, we could phase in the use of virtual
technology so learning can be undertaken remotely. COVID-19 is the opportunity
to kickstart part-time study and make participation more accessible.
+ Inter-university collaboration. Universities could spread the cost of course
delivery by offering a joint qualification where each institution delivers modules.
This would bring innovation across the sector together.
As this is a large and important area for higher education leaders to consider, a few selected
recent resources relating to the impact of the pandemic may be found in the postgraduate
section of the Resources below. In addition, many institutions have dedicated COVID-19
webpages for postgraduates.
Finance
“Covid-19 has made universities' financial forecasts redundant.” (Wolff, 2020)
The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the finances of higher education like the economy
more widely, is unknown and perhaps, at least currently, unpredictable and very hard to
forecast:
+ Will overseas students still want to travel to study?
+ Will ‘home’ undergraduates defer for a year, and if so in what numbers?
+ Will current students seek deferrals?
+ Will the ‘appeal’ of higher education decline in a global recession where
graduates with debt cannot get graduate-level work?
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+ Will appeals for fee refunds and fee reductions be successful, and if so how many
students will this involve?
+ Will our high staff costs continue to be affordable?
+ What will happen to contracts with commercial accommodation providers?
+ What if there is a recurrence of the COVID-19 virus which disrupts our plans for
the next session/semester/academic year?
+ What if there is little or no additional financial support from governments for higher
education?
+ What if key partners and stakeholders withdraw from their financial commitments?
+ What if conferences and events that generate significant income cannot be
resumed, either in full or in part?
The list is endless, as are the consequences. Who would have worried about a loss of
parking fees, dining outlet sales, and other auxiliary revenues just twelve months ago
(Deloitte, 2020)? Clearly this is beyond the scope of this series of publications. However, the
financial consequences of COVID-19 impact directly on the challenges and possible
solutions we face across all five topic areas covered in this series and beyond. Furthermore,
the timescale of these unknowns is also unknown. The sector has been largely focused on
the ‘emergency’ which abruptly terminated teaching, learning and assessment at the end of
last session, and subsequently on when and how we can reopen our campuses at the start
of the next. However, the possibility of longer-term damage to the appeal of higher
education to both ‘home’ and overseas students is a lingering uncertainty.
Of course, universities and colleges are making a direct positive contribution to combating
the COVID-19 crisis, too, something acknowledged by Universities UK: “Universities are
playing a leading role in the fight against COVID-19 by supporting local communities and the
NHS [UK National Health Service] through research into developing a vaccine, providing
thousands of medical and nursing student volunteers and supplying specialist equipment
and facilities” (UUK, 2020b). However, even this may be at risk as there is “…a significant
risk that the higher education sector’s capacity and ability to deliver these benefits will be
greatly reduced due to the financial impact of COVID-19” (UUK, 2020b).
“Running a business is basically just managing risk” (Anon.) – if only it were that simple!
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Again, we have presented a few selected recent resources relating to the impact of the
pandemic on higher education finances in a finance section within the Resources detailed
below.
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9. The importance of language
The Advance HE Creating Socially Distanced Campuses and Education project (SDCE) has
strongly highlighted the importance of language during periods of change. If we are to build
a culture of success and a culture of care for all students and staff, and for communication to
be effective, our use of language needs to be appropriate, sensitive and thoughtful. That
way everyone will be more likely to achieve their goals and reach their potential, and
importantly our systems and structures for planning and delivering teaching and learning will
be framed in a well-informed, inclusive and equitable way.
“Inclusive language acknowledges diversity, conveys respect to all people, is sensitive to
differences, and promotes equitable opportunities.” (University of Oregon, n.d.)
Language influences stakeholder thinking around inclusivity and equity, and the COVID-19
pandemic has required us to examine existing and emerging issues of diversity more
holistically than we might during more ‘stable’ (‘normal’ being a subjective term [Ji, 2017])
times. This provides us with a unique opportunity to consciously review our use of inclusive
language, and ensure it is both appropriate and, importantly, frames and guides our decision
making.
A few examples of words which have emerged during this project which we would suggest
are potentially problematic:
+
+
+
+
+

‘vulnerable’
‘disadvantaged’
‘poverty’ (in relation to access to digital hardware, software and connectivity)
‘normal’
‘social’ (in relation to ‘social distancing’. The importance of engendering a sense
of belonging and community amongst the student body, and especially for our
COVID-19-impacted new students, has been a recurring issue throughout these
reports. The innovative and inclusive use of technology should allow the ‘social’ to
be facilitated and embedded throughout the COVID-19 impacted student lifecycle,
despite ‘physical’ or ‘spatial’ distancing.)

Studies have shown that changing particular words or phrases (e.g. ‘entitlement’ rather than
‘need’) appears to influence stakeholders’ thinking around inclusivity and promote a culture
of success for all students (May and Bridger, 2010; cited in Hockings, 2010). There are
numerous inclusive language guidelines available to guide positive change here, for
example:
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+ The Chartered Insurance Institute (CII)(2018). Inclusive language guidelines.
Available at: https://www.cii.co.uk/media/10120292/inclusive-languageguidelines.pdf [accessed 25 June 2020].
+ Tasmanian Government, Department of Education (2019). Inclusive language
guidelines. Available at:
https://publicdocumentcentre.education.tas.gov.au/Documents/Guidelines-forInclusive-Language.pdf [accessed 25 June 2020].
+ University of Oregon (n.d.). Inclusive language. Available at:
https://communications.uoregon.edu/inclusive-language [accessed 25 June
2020].
+ Advance HE (n.d.). Use of language: race and ethnicity. Available at:
https://www.advance-he.ac.uk/guidance/equality-diversity-and-inclusion/usingdata-and-evidence/use-of-language-race-ethnicity#overview [accessed 25 June
2020].
While avoiding offensive and derogatory terms is usually self-evident, using terminology that
refers to attributes can adversely overemphasise an identity and be discriminatory.
However, it is worth noting that there are times when noting a person’s identity or attribute
can be an important affirmation and recognition and needs to be included (University of
Oregon, n.d.). The latter may be particularly important when planning for reopening our
campuses next semester/session in order that we consider the range of needs, and thus
ensure equity for all our students.
We also need to be mindful of new forms of discrimination associated with COVID-19. For
example, ‘associative discrimination’. This is where “…an employee argues that they were
discriminated against, not because of a protected characteristic they have themselves, but
because of the protected characteristic of another individual. For example, an employee
would be saying they have been discriminated against because of the disability of their
shielded household member” (Vanhegan, 2020).
We would encourage institutions to carefully and consciously consider their use of language
as we plan for our COVID-19 future since this both helps to ensure we are nondiscriminatory (even as an unintended consequence), and also broadens our thinking, and
hence our planning, which will more securely deliver inclusive and equitable higher
education opportunities for all.
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10. Conclusion
This is not a report that lends itself to a single succinct conclusion. The level of complexity is
extraordinary and in an exponential manner that is redolent of the COVID-19 virus itself
every time we look at one question at least three more questions seem to arise. We have
our own contagion of uncertainty and potential.
Complex adaptive change, change in which each step is iterative and needs to learn from
the one that has gone before, is emergent and involves high levels of collaborative
engagement, including conflict as different views and options collide. Alongside this, the
scope of adaptation that is needed in response to the COVID-19 pandemic is extremely
broad. It is far from being a single focused initiative, or even a range of connected initiatives.
Instead the higher education community is faced with an expanding and interconnected web
of initiatives and knowing which ones come first or how they run together is far from easy to
discern.
As regards leadership, a few headline strategic approaches stand out from all that has been
discussed:
+ Ensure that a method of continuous reassessment is an integral component of
your decision-making processes,
+ Balance providing clarity of direction with freedom to act,
+ Bring everything back to purpose, and linked to this set out a core set of guiding
principles,
+ As regards inclusion and wellbeing, aim to bake-in solutions in a sustainable and
joined-up way, rather than just bolting them on,
+ As this SDCE project has sought to exemplify, use co-creation and collaborative
enquiry as your basis for engagement with both students and staff,
+ Aim to employ a human-centred design methodology to combine innovation with
problem-solving,
+ Make risk assessment a reflex,
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+ As regards governance, what is your ‘corporate’ source of truth (to evidence
decision making and provide an audit trail)?
+ Come up with you own distinctive vision for a ‘connected campus’,
+ When the COVID-19 shadow passes where will you be as an organisation?
Explore scenarios of where you would you like to be,
+ Communicate, communicate, communicate!
Writing these Leadership Intelligence Reports has been both fascinating and challenging.
The COVID-19 related events are amazingly fast paced. Finishing a draft one evening, it has
not been unusual to wake up the next morning to a new piece of guidance, policy or advice
that requires urgent incorporation. In the introduction to each report we have emphasised
that they are deliberately ‘rapid’ reports rather than ‘polished’, given the need to get the
leadership intelligence back to colleagues quickly whilst it has timely relevance. However,
we like to think we have added some polish and sparkle along the way for the reader.
As we have said, emergent change leadership approaches will be needed. However,
have faith, energy and conviction. There are answers. There are solutions. And you
will find them. You are experts in your own context!
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11. Appendix 1 – Leadership Interviews
As an additional piece of informal action research for the SDCE project nine higher
education leaders were approached to take part in a paper-based interview focused
primarily on aspects of leadership, but with links across to the other overarching themes that
are the focus of this Capstone Report (communication, partnership and wellbeing). Given
the nature of the themes concerned, and the nature of the SDCE project as a large-scale
piece of collective learning across the higher education sector, there is naturally
considerable overlap.
The leaders invited to contribute represent a diverse selection of higher education 'leaders',
across levels and areas, ranging from a student leader to a vice-chancellor, and in addition
to the UK includes an international dimension, from Hong Kong and Bahrain. We would like
to thank all nine interviewees for their time, engagement and close support, and most
particularly for their openness and the high quality of their thinking and reflections. This is a
very busy time for everybody involved in higher education, so our sincere thanks – your
commitment is very much appreciated and a gift to others.
The paper-based interview was designed as six broad questions which the interviewees
were free to interpret as they wished to link with their role and context. It was emphasised
that their authentic thoughts and responses would be valued. The interview was the same
for all of the interviewees.
The interviews have been provided by the respondents as individuals. They are the
personal views and reflections of the individuals concerned and do not necessarily
represent the views of their institution or Advance HE.
The leadership interviews are reproduced in full in the following pages, and are numbered A
to I. For reference elsewhere in this report we have used the ‘L Int – A’ convention shown in
the table below.
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Name

Role

Ref

A

Alison Johns

Chief Executive Officer, Advance HE, UK

L Int – A

B

Dr Sally Jackson

Chief People Officer, Sheffield Hallam University,
UK

L Int – B

C

Dr Eva Wong

Director, Centre for Holistic Teaching & Learning,
Hong Kong Baptist University, Hong Kong

L Int – C

D

Dr Kate Dixon

Head of Technical Services, Manchester
Metropolitan University (MMU), UK

L Int – D

E

Andrew Wilson

Former President of Edinburgh University
Students’ Association, UK

L Int – E

F

Professor Ghassan
Aouad

President, Applied Science University (ASU),
Bahrain

L Int – F

G

Professor Jackie
Potter

Head, Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning
Development and Deputy Director of HR, Oxford
Brookes University, UK

L Int – G

H

Professor Shân
Wareing

Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of
Northampton, UK

L Int – H

I

Sir Nigel Carrington

Vice-Chancellor, University of the Arts London
(UAL), UK

L Int – I
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A – Leadership Interview (L Int – A) – Alison Johns
Chief Executive Officer, Advance HE

Biography
Alison was appointed chief executive of Advance HE in autumn 2017.
Prior to that she was the chief executive of the Leadership Foundation. She has worked in
higher education for 25 years.
Before becoming chief executive, she was head of policy for leadership, governance and
management at the Hefce (now the Office for Students), where she established both the
Leadership Foundation and the Equality Challenge Unit.
She is a past president of the Association of University Administrators (AUA) and represents
the UK on the Association of Commonwealth Universities Human Resources Management
Network and has recently joined the British Council’s planning committee for Going Global,
the major international higher education conference.
Alison has extensive international experience of higher education including leading the
review of teaching and learning for the Australian government. This led to the establishment
of the Office for Learning and Teaching to enhance teaching quality across the Australian
higher education sector. Alison regularly takes part in conferences and events, both
nationally and internationally, speaking on all aspects of university leadership, governance
and management.
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
a. Leading transformational change at a distance – i.e. via Zoom etc. and not
through usual channels of human contact;
b. Leading through uncertainty especially the financial uncertainties that higher
education providers will inevitably face; cost cutting whilst maintaining and
enhancing quality and investing in new platforms, campus social distancing
needs;
c. Re-imagining and re-building the ‘university experience’; supporting students;
supporting staff;
d. Building an equality proof and inclusive experience across and embedded in
these changes;
e. Leading a fatigued and weary staff through all these changes;
f. Taking the opportunity for transformational change.

2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
Compassionate and caring leadership whilst at the same time having to lead difficult
conversations and discussions to ensure the future viability and sustainability of the
organisation. To see the way that colleagues have stepped up to the challenge, their
care and consideration for our members and customers has been very moving and
humbling.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
a. We have been using regular all-staff webinars, weekly all-staff emails, our
Advance HE Connect platform, pulse surveys, cascade comms, social team
gatherings via Zoom/MS Teams, our HR platform;
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b. Good practice – we have learnt through staff feedback the importance of regular
comms even if it might seem to leadership there is nothing much new to say. Just
letting people know what is going on regularly is important. People want honesty
in comms but that doesn’t mean it is always easy to receive.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
a. To try to do more collaborative and partnership working. The importance of this for
us as a national agency is to ensure that we don’t duplicate our efforts in trying to
serve the higher education community as we all find our respective ways into a
new world of HE. Over the early months of lockdown I spoke with over 30 heads
of agencies, mission groups, sector representative bodies etc. to share
information and plans, provide some mutual support and ensure we were
complimenting each other in our activities.
b. Of particular mention is our partnership/collaboration with Jisc, Universities UK,
Emerge on Learning and Teaching re-imagined which is about real transformation
to technology enhanced learning beyond the emergency transition which higher
education providers have done so amazingly well and quickly. It has short,
medium and long-term (to 2030) objectives to work with and support system
change in the sector. In a similar vein we are collaborating with UCISA on TEL
(technology enhanced learning) and the Committee of University Chairs (CUC),
the representative body for the Chairs of UK universities, on developing even
more effective governance for our times. We also have close and regular contact
with colleagues in The Quality Assurance Agency for Higher Education (QAA,
UK).
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
a. We had planned to review and renew our strategy this year and had started the
process but then COVID-19 struck. We had produced our high-level strategic
framework and priorities as part of our merger process, just over two years ago
now, and were in the process of determining the outcomes we need to support
our sector and members to achieve. COVID-19 is leading us all to a considerable
rethink. Short-term tactical change and a ‘strategy’ for the immediate end-of-year
and the coming academic year has been everyone’s priority and it is only recently
that we have returned to our longer-term thinking.
b. With regards to culture, Advance HE is at two years old, a relatively young
organisation. We are still finding our new organisational culture feet, so to speak.
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Great strides have been made in a short time culture-wise and I think that what I
have seen are two things: one is the fantastic way in which colleagues have
pulled together and done amazing things in super short time and, two, at times of
severe pressure, how some old cultural habits resurface. I think people are aware
of this and call it out, but it does make evident the job to be done in developing
organisational culture.
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
c. By ‘holding the line’. I have had a mantra throughout this period about the
importance of compassionate and caring leadership. The phrase ‘this is not the
time for….X, Y or Z’ has been the statement from me. We have spent a great deal
of time as a leadership team on the wellbeing of staff and how we can support our
members through this time. I think constant messaging helps to reinforce the
culture you seek.
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
d. Trying to create a sense of community at a distance is a real challenge. It has
been the social events I feel which have probably done most to secure this.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices?
a. By being calm, clear, honest, consistent and rational. Whilst at the same time
really taking the time to try to imagine how things will be feeling for others whose
experience can and will likely be very different from your own. Fear, loss, juggling
home schooling/caring responsibilities, isolation; all are happening to people and
they have their work to do. For some this will be a happy escape. For others it
may be the final straw.
b. Talk to people to find out what is on their minds or troubling them. Test out ideas.
Listen really hard.
c. As leaders at this time we are taking people on a particular journey. Helping
people, from your leadership team to all staff, to get on the same page, and make
sense of the world we are in. Finding the new language and ensuring it is a
shared language are among the many challenges facing leaders at this time.
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Need these be opposites?
d. No, definitely not. I see it more as a spectrum or continuum which the leader
needs to be able to effortlessly glide along, back and forth trying to do all with
equal compassion and skill. And so if any leader out there is feeling somewhat
tired or fatigued by leading through the pandemic, this is probably why, among
other things!
7. Anything else…?
The importance of leaders looking after their own well-being, in order to be able to
look after others and their organisation!
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B – Leadership Interview (L Int – B) – Dr Sally Jackson
Chief People Officer, Sheffield Hallam University, UK

Biography
Sally has over 20 years' experience of HR/OD gained from across a number of sectors
(private, public and not-for-profit) however has concentrated on higher education since
2006.
Her particular areas of professional and academic interest are all within the broad span of
Organisational Development and HR where business strategy aligns and integrates with the
development of staff, specifically cultural change, management and leadership
development, coaching and mentoring, talent development, equality, diversity, inclusion and
well-being.
Sally is particularly dedicated to supporting women in their careers and is a role model and
mentor for the Advance HEs’ Aurora programme and a member of WISE (Women in
Science and Engineering). She has significant experience in supporting HEIs with their
applications for Athena Swan awards and is a panel member, reviewing applications.
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
The most significant challenge is how we are perceived, as leaders, as we prepare for
the re-opening of the campus and longer-term. It is so easy to be regarded as perhaps a
bit soulless with the perception that we are thinking about the bricks and mortar and the
state of the estate before the people however it is, of course, all inextricably tied
together. How we communicate in all of this is really important (covered in a different
section).
Before we are asking people to return to campus we are putting in measures to ensure
their circumstances are fully considered: For our staff, a phased return to the University
will be balanced by personal circumstances of each member and consideration of
business requirements. It is known that there are certain members of the population who
are more vulnerable to Covid-19 (our BAME population, those of a more senior age,
underlying health conditions and pregnancy and socio-economic factors). It is essential
that people in this sector of our society, never mind our University, are looked after and
cared for and this, of course applies to our students as well as our staff.
There are also those with caring responsibilities to consider as they may find it difficult to
return to the campus whilst the restrictions on schools, childcare and vulnerable groups
remain. Equality Impact Assessments are being undertaken for each phase of reopening to ensure that we are protecting all our staff and students and that no-one is
disadvantaged or discriminated against. Before anyone returns to campus, there will be
a confidential 1:1 discussion about their personal circumstances that will act in a similar
way to an individual risk assessment.
In order to provide the most welcoming and efficient service as possible for our students,
we are seeking to return our academic staff back to work first.
As well as different requirements, we know too that we have different desires about
returning to work and we are trying to support those points too. Many of our professional
services staff are being asked to work remotely for a long time, possibly to the end of the
year, and we know that this will be a disheartening and difficult prospect for many. We
are going to try to enable teams to meet on occasion, on campus from the autumn, to
ensure we can support appropriate contact with colleagues.
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2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
The concept of authenticity has become a bit over-played and "being authentic" is heard
a lot, however, I think that it is one of the most important characteristics of a successful
leader at any time and particularly now when many of our staff and students are, and will
be, undergoing feelings of remoteness, uncertainty and worry and they need help,
support and unwavering determination that we will get through this together. I think our
various teams that we have set up to lead different aspects of this hideous situation have
risen to the challenge very well however, inevitably, we have all had good days and bad
days and we have all reached out to try and support each other. You can tell when
someone is lacking a bit of confidence, for whatever reason (confidence can be so
mercurial) but it is so important that we all try to project confidence as that helps our staff
to feel calmer and more positive. I'm not sure that everyone realises that one's emotional
state is very easily transmitted (even through Zoom) and people on the receiving end
can detect if people are feeling anxious or impatient. Confidence is so important to try to
portray as that self-assurance enables a more easy engagement with others and
consequently people feeling valued.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
It is impossible to over-communicate, however, that needs to be balanced with a
continual check of how much further advanced is any particular group's thinking from the
audience they are communicating with. So, for example, if one is in a senior "gold control
group" there will have been many conversations held as to health and safety and risks
and because of the iterative nature of those discussions, thoughts have been refined and
perhaps become quite complex. That complexity must not be forgotten when discussing
with the staff subsequently and time needs to be provided for reflection and absorption
so that staff can get up to speed and not feel "done to".
I think, on the whole, our communication has been pretty good. Not purely through the
formal mechanism of the communications department, though that has been good, but
the manner in which all managers have held team meetings, maintained regular contact
and tried to provide support and comfort. I think it's important to vary the ways in which
people are communicated with and we have done a mixture of blogs, videos, emails,
messages on the intranet, weekly updates and thought pieces.
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We have undertaken a short pulse survey for all staff which focused on working
conditions, support required and work/life balance. Not only was the fact of having the
survey well-received but the responses were, in the main, very positive.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
We are working in partnership with others all the time: across our region, within the city,
with our board, our partners, our staff and our students as well as government and thinktanks such as this. We are in regular discussion with our Students’ Union and include the
officers in our discussions. We have increased the discussions with the Trades Unions in
order that their officers and subsequently their members are kept fully informed (as well
as receiving all other communications as already described). Our estate is large and
complex and we are looking to re-open in phased sequencing that supports 'blended' oncampus and digital learning for our students from September. We are looking to prioritise
the spaces which are essential for the delivery of a high-quality learning and living
experience for students and buildings and facilities that are necessary for the preparation
of the 2020/21 academic year activities, including 'Clearing' in August and our student
enrolment.
Our priority is to support the health, safety and wellbeing of all our students and staff.
All our plans are based on current government guidance and will be subject to any
changes.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
Establishing our culture and honing the underpinning values and behaviours that we
expect in our University has been a focus of mine for the last few months and since I
took on my role at the beginning of this year as both Chief People Officer and
Institutional lead for EDI (equality, diversity and inclusion) for all staff and students.
Whilst it is still early days, we are focusing on aspects that I mention in the next question;
engendering authenticity, empathy, humanity, trust and empowerment. Our societal
values as well as our organisational and personal values are important features of our
work. We are proud to consider ourselves a civic university. We take widening
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participation very seriously and are constantly seeking to further our work on all matters
EDI.
When refining strategy, and particularly against the current climate, it is so easy to get
sucked into the focus of finance and of course, ensuring that our Institution is financially
sustainable is critical. At all times, however, we challenge ourselves too, as to whether if
we do "a" how will that affect "b" so that the main components of our strategy are kept in
balance as much as possible. An exclusive focus on finance runs the risk of appearing
negative as it can cause people to shut down cognitively, emotionally and perceptually.
We are focusing on discussing the purpose of all activities in order to help people
understand why.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
I'm taking this from the piece of work that I did with Advance HE on June 10th 2020 in
the Leadership Summit as I genuinely believe it; we must be aware of ourselves and how
we are coming across whilst also being aware of, and looking out for, each other and our
roller-coaster emotions. As leaders, we must steer and guide whilst seeking to reassure;
accepting and acknowledging that the road ahead isn't clear and that we are vulnerable
but that we seek to harness our collective spirit and resilience in order to diminish that
susceptibility.
I think that leading with humanity is fundamental in all that we do and is an increasingly
important component in any set of leadership attributes. My concern, however, is that in
'clever' organisations, often intellect is valued more than empathy and that will be a
challenge for many. Some focused development will be required for many leaders in
getting them to understand genuinely that leading with humanity creates the balance of
behaving authentically and being aware of self, others and the organisation. The point
that I really want to make is that the empathetic response must not be lost however we
must not get confused with not being appropriate and taking difficult decisions when we
need to. The current financial pressures are considerable for many and that complexity
has to be kept tightly in control. It has to be recognised by us all that perfection is not
possible and that difficult decisions will have to be made by many of us and there will be
conflicting forces. In all of this, the way we manage and lead in the difficult times must
evidence our care and compassion; our humility.
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7. Anything else…?
I think provision of clarity and conviction is the most important thing we have to bring now
and for the foreseeable future. We all know that the sector was already changing, and in
a manner and speed never experienced before. The menacing nature of COVID-19 has
brought not purely fear of the condition and its many guises but also an acceleration and
augmentation of considerations of how universities might change.
I think we need to be watching very carefully the stress on leaders and indeed on our
staff and our students. Many of our leaders are not taking appropriate periods of rest and
recuperation and are working even more excessive hours than they were before
lockdown. Holidays are not being taken and there is a knock-on consequence about the
subliminal messages being sent here of "I'm working very hard and very long hours and I
expect you to, too".
I think we have to be careful in not assuming that what our staff want is what our
students want and we have to be very careful in our approach to distance learning and
the consequences of not having the University community.
I think too that we have to be very alive to, and aware of, the consequences of lock down
and the continuing nature of it. Human beings are social animals and long periods of
isolation will have already caused unfortunate behavioural problems for some and this
will become more pronounced. Some people may become agoraphobic, others may
become claustrophobic. Some will become more insular in their approach; others will be
becoming stressed by lack of face-to-face interaction.
I started this by thinking this was quite a long piece of work; I've ended by thinking it was
too short. I've barely started with my thoughts now…
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C – Leadership Interview (L Int – C) – Dr Eva Wong
Director, Centre for Holistic Teaching and Learning, Hong Kong Baptist University

Biography
Dr Eva Y. W. Wong is the Director of the Centre for Holistic Teaching and Learning (CHTL)
at Hong Kong Baptist University (HKBU). The Centre has major responsibilities for
professional development of faculty members in teaching and learning, assisting in the
implementation of the outcomes-based approach to teaching and learning, supporting the
University’s e-learning endeavours, collecting evidence for the assessment of students’
attainment of learning outcomes, and helping students’ whole person development with the
aim of enhancing student learning with a holistic approach. Eva was educated in the United
Kingdom, received her first degree in Electrical & Electronic Engineering from University
College London, and a Ph.D. in Information Systems from the University of Abertay,
Dundee. She had worked in a number of tertiary institutions in the United Kingdom and
Hong Kong in the past 35 years. Eva’s current interests and expertise are in the
enhancement of student learning through the use of engaging and learner-centred
pedagogies leveraged on e-learning, in which areas she has presented and published.
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
Two issues:
a. Convince both teachers and students that it is safe to return to campus and have
classes physically together;
b. “Internationalisation” has to be re-focused and re-energised.
For a. the basic remit is that the region/country/city is safe for ‘local’ people to assume
‘normal’ lives. Both ‘local’ and ‘normal’ have to be redefined as ‘local’ must include those
that cannot return to their home bases due COVID-19; and ‘normal’ is not before the
pandemic, it is co-existing with the virus. Let’s take Hong Kong, my home city as an
example. The emergency rule on gathering has been relaxed. People are going out
again to eat and shop, schools have reopened, for half-day only. But everyone is
wearing a mask, and every venue checks individual’s body temperature on entering the
premises. Public surfaces are cleaned every two hours, and everyone carries
disinfectant gels for their hands. As long as this new ‘normal’ keeps COVID-19 under
control, teachers and students can and will return to campus as they have done so now.
It is much more difficult for b. While my home city is relatively safe, opening up for others
to come back or visit is an entirely different matter. Existing international students may
not be able to return to campus in the foreseeable future, but we cannot just stop
internationalisation. The pandemic has shown that it is more important for the world to
work together than ever. So, we must include and engage those teachers and students
that cannot return to Hong Kong physically by electronic means. We have coined a new
term, “mixed-mode teaching” for the coming academic year when there will be students
in class physically as well as those joining online, all learning together.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
Open dialogue and support for all stakeholders is very important. If there is only
dialogue, but no decision or support, ‘local’ teachers and students will not be confident to
return to campus. And those that cannot return will only feel the talk and no actual action
to assist them. However, the decisions to be made and the support to be provided must
be based on the acute needs and requirements of the constituents, hence the dialogue
to gather their views and understand their circumstances.
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Our experience at the height of the pandemic showed that collegiality and experience
sharing could build trust and confidence amongst teachers. With the teachers feeling that
they had teaching, learning and assessment under control, they would be able to assist
students build trust and confidence. This truly helps spread the sense of commitment.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
As mentioned in 2., teachers needed to be reassured. We communicated with mass
emails, of course, but I believe the online workshops with the teachers were key to
communicating with them openly. They allowed colleagues to share experiences and ask
questions with the genuine feeling of assisting each other through the difficult times. We
also established a purpose-built website with tips, techniques, FAQs, even videos to
showcase the difficult “how to’s”. Despite having to work from home, we also had a
helpline to answer queries via phone or email. We went out of our way to make our
support visible to colleagues.
For students, there were dialogues from the most senior in our university, the President
and VPs with student representatives, all the way to individual teachers who in turn went
out of their ways to assist their students in learning. They adopted new online
engagement tools, like virtual learning trails, some even guided their students to conduct
service learning activities online. The genuine feeling that we must continue learning
despite the pandemic and the lockdown was strong in our university community.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
Personally, I have had more experience working with the teachers, either individually or
through their seniors, like Associate Deans and Heads of Departments, particularly with
the adoption of new formats of assessments.
For students, I mainly worked with those that were taking my classes during the
pandemic. I believe that having my own classes and going through the hard work of
redesigning the online teaching and learning activities and assessment tasks has helped
me empathise with other colleagues. Interestingly, my experience sharing was
considered real and down-to-earth to many colleagues as I had actually deployed many
of those techniques in my classes. In the end, trust and collegiality helped us through.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
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Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
With strategy and culture, it may be helpful to target one topic which is considered critical
to both students and staff. In our case, it is assessment. The pandemic highlighted that
the traditional three-hour, heavily-weighted end of semester physical examinations could
not work. Many colleagues also realise that cramming everything just to do well at the
final exam is not what they want for their students. They want students to be critical
thinkers, problem-solvers and eloquent communicators, and all these cannot be
assessed in one final exam. From the students’ perspective, putting a physical exam
online and then watching their every move for 3 hours, or even using artificial intelligence
software for assistance is not a solution. So, there is almost a common understanding
that we need to explore and adopt other forms of assessment.
Currently, we are working with some pioneering teachers on “assessment for learning”
and “assessment as learning”, and we aim to document and even assess the process of
learning, not just the outcomes. This is exciting and can be far-reaching if we can change
the culture on assessment and bring in a new strategy.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
In 2003, we had had SARS, and now we have had COVID-19, so that these pandemics
and emergencies have a habit to return. Our graduates are the ones who will be leading
when the next pandemic strikes. So, they must have the ability to consider and think
through issues clearly in order to make right choices and find correct directions. Most
importantly, these choices and directions must be humanity-based, otherwise, the
powerful computers can give the answers. Notwithstanding, technology is going to be so
important, a major key to finding cures for pandemics and continuing various human
activities while the whole world is on lockdown. As responsible leaders in HE, we must
ensure that our students must have the training and knowhow to deploy technology to
assist mankind, and exhibit ethical reasoning to arrive at their decisions.
7. Anything else…?
Together we can overcome this challenge and rebuild the world, we need trust and
collegiality to achieve this.
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D – Leadership Interview (L Int – D) – Dr Kate Dixon
Head of Technical Services, Manchester Metropolitan University, UK

Biography
Kate graduated from Plymouth University in 1992 with a BSc (Hons) in Biological Sciences
and a keen interest in plant biology. After a period of further study in her hometown at
Newcastle University Kate was awarded an MSc in Agricultural Biotechnology having
worked with Professor Monica Hughes within her research team investigating the molecular
and genetic basis of cold tolerance response in barley. From Newcastle Kate moved to
Norfolk’s John Innes Centre joining Professor George Coupland’s research team as a
technician supporting a large team investigating flowering time response Arabidposis
Thaliana. From here, Kate returned to her beloved West Country to study for her PhD at
Exeter University investigating plant pathogen interactions in the rice blast fungus
Magnaporthe Grisea. After completing her PhD Kate worked in industry for the multinational
biosciences company ‘Applied Bioscience’s (ABI) travelling the world providing specialist
molecular biology technical support to customers sequencing the human genome, using
molecular techniques in forensic science and within genetic testing labs using molecular
biology tools to predict and diagnose genetic disorders. It was while working for ABI that
Kate was invited to join a multidisciplinary team at Manchester University to Project Manage
an MRC funded project, The UK DNA Banking Network. Here Kate project managed some
high profile projects, managing the logistics and politics involved in suppling human
biological samples to several of the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium projects that
successfully identified genetic risk factors involved in conditions important to public health
such as Types 2 Diabetes, Multiple Sclerosis, Arthritis and Heart Disease. Kate was
promoted to manage the operations at Manchester University’s Centre for Integrated
Genomic Medicine, responsible for delivery of the operational requirements of a large
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multidisciplinary research group. From here, Kate was promoted to lead the administration
of a large engineering school at Manchester University, being responsible for the
admissions, programme administration and technical Professional Services staff and
associated service delivery. In 2017, Kate made her next move to Manchester Metropolitan
University to lead the 200 technical staff working at the University via her role as Head of
Technical Services. Kate has a passion for education and life-long learning and
acknowledges the positive impact education can have both on the individual and on society
as a whole.

1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
In my view, the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector relate to reassuring students that they will continue to receive an excellent education when they
return to their studies and to campus in September. UK higher education institutions are
some of the best in the world, our universities are full of innovative and committed people
who over the past few months have put realistic and deliverable plans in place to ensure
students have a quality education and an excellent student experience when they return
to campus in September 2020.
Delivery of academic lectures and seminars works well when delivered via today’s
excellent online platforms and tools, however, for those students studying subjects
where they need to ‘learn through doing’, being able to access specialist teaching
spaces such as laboratories, artists workshops, theatres and engineering workshops is
an essential part of their learning and student experience. At Manchester Metropolitan
University 25% of our curriculum is delivered in ‘specialist spaces’, with the technical
team enabling an average of 63,000 hours of teaching in specialist spaces annually,
equating to 25,000 taught sessions.
Delivering to students in a socially distant setting is challenging to imagine; students
typically work side-by-side with technical staff whilst learning practical skills such as film
and sound editing, 3D printing, glass blowing, pottery, how to handle a scientific pipette,
how to operate a lathe etc. Re-assuring students that they will be able to access
specialist teaching experiences when they come back to campus in September is a key
message for Technical Services and University wide. Fortunately, there are university
technicians across the country whose role is to ensure students have access to the best
specialist facilities in which to learn. Technicians deliver technical tutorials, practical
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classes and ensure students are able to learn through independent working. Technical
staff are reorganising specialist spaces to enable students to ‘learn through doing’ while
remaining socially distant. At Manchester Metropolitan University, we are working
together in cross-disciplinary, cross directorate teams to overcome logistical and
timetabling challenges. A team of expert technicians, health and safety advisors,
academic colleagues and facilities staff are working together to organise and deliver a
safe environment and meaningful experience for students who are required to ‘learn by
doing’.
In my opinion, communicating with students to re-assure and inform them that all this
good work is being implemented and highlighting the fantastic opportunities students will
have when term starts in September is one of the biggest leadership challenges the
sector faces.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
My approach and that of others at Manchester Metropolitan University has been one of
positive and collaborative leadership. Enabling staff at all levels to contribute and share
solutions to problems; to be empowered to move a solution from an idea to a practical
reality quickly, my Technical Service staff have been required to work in a very agile way.
The University has initiated a number of cross-disciplinary, cross-directorate projects,
with members of the academy and professional services working together to find
solutions to the challenges re-opening in 2020 will present. These projects include Digital
Education, Academic Year Planning and Student Engagement. It continues to be
important for me to ensure that activity and thinking within my area supports and delivers
the outputs and goals required by these projects. To do this I have been holding regular
meetings via skype to guide the direction of travel while encouraging autonomous
decision-making, actively listening to staff and coaching decision-making. Working in this
way we have been able to implement many innovative ideas and solutions to challenging
problems.
When fast decisions and timely actions have been required, it has been necessary for
me to be much more directive in my approach than University culture usually embraces. I
observe that staff have been open to this leadership style when it has been apparent that
the health, safety and wellbeing of staff and students is the driver of decision making and
student experience at the centre of planning.
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3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
Within Technical Services at Manchester Metropolitan University, the leadership and
management teams have increased communication with staff, using twitter, e-mail, enewsletter and Skype meetings as tools. The leadership team have always produced a
monthly e-newsletter, rounding up useful information from across the University and the
broader sector into a publication, which is distributed by e-mail and filed on our intranet
for future reference. During lockdown we have increased publication from monthly to biweekly, updating staff about University changes in relation to curriculum management
and teaching and learning as well as sharing national updates from organisations such
as The National Technician Development Centre, The Technician Commitment and
European Arts Technicians Organisation. It has been good practice to remain well linked
to our University Central Communications and External Engagement team to ensure
messaging to technical staff and students is well linked to and representative of
messaging from the Vice Chancellor’s office.
Before lockdown the technicians were encouraged to organise a network call ‘TechNet’
which is an opportunity for technicians from across the University to meet, build
community and a sense of belonging as well as share best practice. During lockdown
these meetings have moved online and increased in frequency. The committee who
organise the meetings have organised the agenda to reflect issues and subjects that
staff wanted to share and discuss, such as digital literacy and health and wellbeing. The
committee have invited technical colleagues from universities across the UK to attend
and share approaches and best practice. I think it has helped us all to realise the
challenges we face at Manchester Metropolitan are shared with other universities across
the UK. We usually run an annual conference for technical staff and we decided early on
in lockdown to move the physical conference into an online space. The agenda was
altered to include presentations from colleagues in health and safety, timetabling and IT
services to ensure that colleagues could understand the University projects and work
streams which are being undertaken to ensure students have an excellent education
when they return to or start their studies in September. The conference has been very
well received and provides an opportunity for community building and a forum for staff to
plan and prepare for the changes they will experience when coming back to campus. My
experience tells me that ‘all staff e-mails’ are easily misconstrued – ‘Town Hall’ type
meetings provide an opportunity for more nuanced conversation and messaging.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
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My approach to working in partnership with others has been to be relentlessly positive,
actively listening to views of others, using my influence where possible and being mindful
that solutions to problems are only ever achieved through collaborative and partnership
working. Decisions have needed to be taken quickly, often with incomplete information.
With this in mind, it has been important to remind myself and others that we are all
working to the same goal – to ensure we are in the best place we can be come
September when we welcome students back to our campus. I have been reassured to
observe colleagues across the University working with the same philosophy and goal.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
My focus has been on fostering and enabling a positive workplace culture, seeking to
achieve a culture where all staff feel their contribution is seen and valued and are
therefore encouraged to make a courageous and authentic contribution to the success of
the University.
Strategy has had to change very quickly, almost overnight and I have been reflecting that
if staff are to feel motivated to deliver and operationalise the fast pace of change, it is
important to share as much information as possible. In my opinion positive culture can be
maintained even when delivering very fast-paced strategic changes the pandemic has
demanded if staff are assured that:
a. Staff and student health, safety and wellbeing is at the centre of change
management and future planning,
b. The students staff will teach and support in September 2020 will receive an
excellent education and a student experience staff will be proud to deliver,
c. Changes are being made to strategy to ensure the organisation’s long-term fiscal
health.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
Universities must make clear choices and find new directions in order to ensure they are
fiscally sound and delivering good value for money to students. Many universities are
experiencing challenging times, they struggle to control outgoing spend and balance the
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books when faced with reduced international student fee income and a potential
reduction in home and EU student fee income, as some students decide to defer their
studies for a year due to COVID-19. At Manchester Met the University leadership has
taken a pragmatic and measured approach, balancing the books and controlling spend
by slowing down outgoings related to capital build projects and taking a strategic
approach to recruitment of staff to generate vacancy savings. Manchester Met’s student
profile relies heavily on home undergraduate student fee income, a position that was
viewed as a ‘risk’ 12 months ago has become a strength as compared to some
universities who depend heavily on international student fee income for financial stability.
I am fortunate to work at a university which has taken a prudent and measured strategy
to growth and expansion and although we are expecting some challenging financial
scenarios ahead, the planning and measures put in place to balance the books do not
require large scale reorganization of staffing structures and redundancy measures to
ensure financial security.
For my own Technical Services team, staff are returning to campus now so they can
begin to prepare specialist spaces for returning students. They do so reassured that
senior leaders support flexible working arrangements to enable staff to travel at non peak
times, a generous cycle to work scheme, free parking on campus and a wide range of
health and wellbeing support via occupational health and HR teams. There is a clear
message from the top that staff wellbeing and engagement is at the centre of planning
and a recognition across the board that staff engagement is directly linked to their
achievement and performance. Delivering a workplace culture in which staff feel valued
and are treated with dignity and respect pays dividends in terms of the quality of student
experience they are motivated to deliver. Successful motivated staff educate motivated,
high achieving students; this is in my opinion, a win/win situation.
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E – Leadership Interview (L Int – E) – Andrew Wilson
Former President of Edinburgh University Students’ Association

Biography
Andrew Wilson is the former President of Edinburgh University Students’ Association and
Student Member of Edinburgh’s University Court. Andrew was a member of the University of
Edinburgh’s Remuneration, Policy and Resources, Nominations and Estates Committees.
Andrew is the President of the Student Board in Una Europa, a European Commission
‘European Universities’ alliance, of which the University of Edinburgh is a member.

1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
Immediately, digital and remote leadership creates challenges for effectively fostering
crucial relationships with key stakeholders. Whilst at the beginning of the pandemic,
mandatory working from home was accepted by all, it is inevitable that digital fatigue and
the lack of in-person contact will have consequences on oversight, decision making and
how groups of leaders can truly work collaboratively.
The urgent financial pressures and availability of cash will create huge problems when
short-term survival will be the immediate focus, largely leaving long-term visions to the
wayside. How will leaders be able to get the right balance between immediate
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preservation of cash and step-by-step making it through the next academic year, whilst
also adhering to or thinking about a truly strategic vision. The loss of ‘where do we want
to get to?’ and this being replaced with ‘how do we get to the end of the month?’ may
create real challenges in ‘coming out of COVID-19’, if leaders find themselves dusting off
old strategic plans several months later. Even if the plan may not be seen as ‘fit for
purpose’ anymore, surely the values and ambitions of institutions (and student unions for
student leaders) will still ring true?
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
+ Fostering a sense of trust amongst those who you lead will be critical in order to
enact the rapid change that institutions will need to deliver come September when
opening their doors to swathes of new and returning students. As a student leader, I
need to have the trust of the students I represent in order to feel confident in
challenging decisions and new practices that need adapting and are simply not
working. Student leaders need to be able to trust university leadership and have that
common understanding of truly working together to achieve the best possible
outcome for students.
+ Honesty is always the best policy, and this must not be lost amongst genuine desires
for institutions to do the best they can for their staff and students. In order to create
that collective spirit, university leaders must be willing to be explicitly open and honest
with university communities regarding the challenges they face and how they can or
will tackle them. University leaders can no longer hide behind the immediate urgency
of the pandemic and the rapidly changing situation as we fell into lockdown, they
must be open and coherent in their vision for how institutions will look for their staff
and students.
+ A true understanding and appreciation for the ‘issues on the ground’ will be vital in
recognising how institutions move forward, but crucially the real challenges and
deficits that need to be addressed. Town halls, forums and drop-in sessions will be
key, even if the action points aren’t necessarily being actioned by the leaders
themselves, in order to get a true sense of the reality that is facing University
communities and hopefully stakeholders in Universities will be able to trust that their
leaders properly understand the issues they are facing.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
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It could be said that communication has ‘never been easier’ given that the vast majority
of people are working digitally and therefore email communication is more widely used
and can be seen as an effective way to keep in contact. There are two issues arising:
how to communicate in a diverse and creative way and how to decide what needs to be
communicated. There has been a hesitation to communicate certain decisions or
changes on the one hand, but then over-communicating unnecessary information that
will ‘clog up’ inboxes and news feeds on the other hand. Clearly, striking the right
balance between these two approaches is key and it would make sense to establish
short-life communication groups with different stakeholders across the university to
‘roadtest’ certain topics or get a sense of which groups need what information and at
what frequency. In relation to this as well, whilst communicating with staff and
stakeholders has never been easier, the overreliance on email communications and big
blocks of text has unfortunately left many messages lost or failed to bring certain
changes and ideas to ‘life’. Bringing ideas and changes to life is crucial for buy in across
institutions and animates the shared vision that management and leadership are wanting
across their institutions. For example, an email, consisting of a wall of text, sent out to all
students detailing a new ‘hybrid’ way of teaching can be seen as bland and dull, and may
not even be read as this accompanies several other emails and we must ask ourselves,
how compelling is it to read a lengthy email? However, a subtitled video that really brings
to life, through words or animation, the changes that we are trying to articulate at our
Universities would go a long way and has already been proved to have been received
positively by different stakeholders within Universities.
In universities, it is also worth understanding how different ‘devolved communications’
stack up against the ‘central communications’ and what impacts and challenges this may
create. How will leaders get a sense of whether an autonomous School or Faculty goes
‘off script’ to its staff and students and what are the consequences of this?
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
University leaders would do well to foster strong relationships with incoming student
representatives, particularly given that these students will have experienced digital
teaching and the lack of in-person contact first-hand and will be able to effectively
articulate the experiences and most importantly, the pitfalls that need addressing.
Although this should always be applicable, university leaderships should largely see
student representatives as students, rather than colleagues who just so happen to
especially care about the student experience. In doing so, this will add real gravity to
their thoughts and impressions of proposed changes within institutions and will allow
them to be driven and adapted by those who have the first-hand lived experience.
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5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
It can be said that the ‘collective spirit’ and empathy felt by students to staff, staff to
students and both to their leaders may slowly begin to deteriorate as institutions try to
deliver business as usual again, albeit in a remote way. Therefore, that sense of
community in which everybody was brought together when the institution was
‘weathering the storm’ may begin to gradually disappear as we make our way through
recovery.
There needs to be a true articulation of where universities feel like they are ‘going’ in
their recovery phase and what the key indicators are for how to have ‘come out of
COVID-19’ in a renewed sense, different but potentially stronger than before. Leaders
must prioritise communicating this collective vision in order to build that sense of
community and crucially, how stakeholders can play their part in forming this vision too
can transform the culture.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
+ These themes definitely complement each other, with the desire to make clear
choices within institutions and offering clarity to people showing a compassionate and
human approach. There are many stress-factors on wellbeing for staff and students,
and the urgency of leadership acknowledging this, even as they experience it
themselves, will be key, especially given the actions and how to combat these will be
more complicated and take longer.
+ The idea that supported staff, in a kind and compassionate environment, will be more
motivated and productive to work towards the direction set by the leadership should
be acknowledged. Concessions should be explored as well as ways in which
balances can be achieved, through institution-wide efforts to reduce email traffic or
workloads.
+ For student leaders, the health and wellbeing of the student body will be a top priority
and a clear understanding helpful in informing the clear choices that need to be
made, ensuring that the choices are the best way forward.
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F – Leadership Interview (L Int – F) – Professor Ghassan Aouad
President of Applied Science University, Bahrain

Biography
Professor Ghassan Aouad has been the President of Applied Science University since
November 2014. He spent five years in the Department of Civil and Building Engineering of
Loughborough University, where he obtained his MSc in Construction (1987) and his PhD
entitled Integrated Planning Systems for the Construction Industry (1991). In 1992,
Professor Aouad joined the University of Salford as a Research Fellow and progressed
through to the role of Pro Vice Chancellor for Research and Innovation and Dean of the
College of Science & Technology before he left in December 2011. During that time, he
successfully supervised 24 PhD students, externally examined 52 PhD students, authored 3
major research books and co-authored one book, generated more than £10M in research
funding as Principal Investigator and £8M as Co-Investigator, published 92 papers in top
rated refereed journals, delivered more than 50 keynote speeches and invited lectures, and
presented his work in more than 42 countries. In January 2012, he became President of the
University of Wollongong in Dubai (UOWD) and in May 2013, he became Vice President for
Academic Affairs at Gulf University for Science & Technology (GUST) based in Kuwait.
Furthermore, Prof Aouad was appointed as Vice President of the Chartered Institute of
Building (CIOB) in March 2010 and became President in June 2014 for a year. In July 2016,
Professor Aouad received an Honorary Doctorate of Technology from Loughborough
University in the UK.
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
It is true to say that COVID-19 has taken everybody by surprise across the globe,
especially the education sector including universities and colleges. Institutions, which
have solid infrastructure and internal capacity, have managed the transition from
traditional classroom teaching to online delivery relatively easily. However, the biggest
dilemma is what may happen next year. Three scenarios have been identified. Scenario
one: a vaccine is found and ultimately COVID-19 is controlled and universities are open
in a traditional mode as before. Scenario two: another strong wave of coronavirus
spreads across the globe and universities and colleges operate in an online mode.
Scenario three: COVID-19 is partially controlled and academic institutions operate in a
partial open mode.
The biggest leadership challenge is to be prepared to deal with the three modes. For
example, in scenario one social distancing, wearing facemasks, and daily sanitising of
the campus could become the norm. Students would enjoy a campus experience in this
scenario, but extra precautions would need to be put in place. In this scenario, it is
possible that a blended learning approach could still apply. In scenario two, students
would be able to continue their studies online, but practical and lab-based subjects may
suffer. Social distancing and other health requirements would still apply. In scenario
three, students could attend practical classes on campus, while the theoretical subjects
could be covered online. In this situation, all health measures would still apply. In any of
the three scenarios, the leaders of academic institutions need to put the right strategy,
policy, bylaws, resources, and health and safety measures in place. A mindset shift is
needed, as we will be dealing with students who have been under enormous
psychological pressure resulting from having to stay at home for a prolonged period of
time and the ever-present fear of contracting the virus.
Many students will also face economic hardship because of the coronavirus; therefore, it
is important for universities to increase the amount of student aid to help those struggling
financially. In addition, universities should allow some flexibility in the payment of
students’ fees. As with students, staff have been operating in a new and different way
and this has put them under pressure as well. To deal with these new pressures,
facilities management and health and safety processes and procedures will need to be
redesigned in order to deal with the threat of COVID-19.
The management of all the aforementioned aspects can be seen as a challenge as we
are all learning on the job because of the fact that the higher education sector has never
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faced a problem of a similar nature before. The challenges for the future will include:
creating capacity, introducing new regulations, achievement and assessment of learning
outcomes, stability of technology platforms, and online assessment which will remain the
biggest challenge because of the issue of authenticity and the verification of students’
identity.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
The coronavirus has proved how vulnerable the human race is and how easy it is for
humanity at large to suffer from an aggressive virus. The virus affects everybody
irrespective of their religion, colour, race, gender, or age and we should all be united in
fighting it. For certain, the world after COVID-19 will not be the same as the one before
and universities are no exceptions. There will be drastic changes in demographics, local
and international alliances, economic direction, and ways of working and learning.
It looks like any vaccine is still a distance away; thus, we will be living in uncertainty for
months to come, especially at our universities. This is tiring and depressing, but we
should not lose faith, as there will be an end to this ordeal by God’s grace and our
togetherness. These are surreal times and sometimes we may feel as if we are trapped
in a fictional movie. For many of us, this is the worst experience in our lifetime and
students, staff and senior administrators in universities across the globe share the same
feeling. It is therefore vital to embrace an engaging leadership style based on empathy,
respect, and support for our community. It is a tough time for all of us, but we need to
keep a positive attitude and through teamwork and collaborative approaches we will see
the light at the end of the tunnel.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
Communication, at times, can be challenging in a physical setting and this can become
exacerbated in a virtual arrangement. To combat the challenges posed by COVID-19, we
increased our efforts to ensure that our students, staff, alumni and external stakeholders
remained fully engaged and informed about what is going on in the University.
The University has a wide range of stakeholders including the BOTs, staff, students, the
Student Council, alumni, programme advisory board members, regulatory bodies like the
Higher Education Council and the Bahrain Quality Assurance Authority, our internship
partners, our British partners, employers, schools, various government departments, and
organizations from the private and charity sectors. To reach these, we relied heavily on
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email communications, social media, and virtual meetings. The specific mechanisms that
were used to facilitate communication included the weekly President’s News Digest,
which is published online; the University’s web site; social media including Instagram and
Snapchat; virtual staff, student and alumni meetings. In addition, approximately 10
articles specifically related to COVID-19 were published in the President’s News Digest
in order to create more awareness about the virus and its implications. It is of interest to
note that our Instagram channel witnessed more traffic as we kept posting news about
the University and its achievements.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
It is evident that we are now living in a different world and we should all take advantage
of an alternative learning approach in order to help our students achieve their learning
outcomes. We wanted to make our students’ online experience a special one, so regular
virtual meetings were held with the Student Council in order to seek their views about the
online experience and how we could improve things. Good practices included virtual
celebrations for outstanding students and virtual exhibitions of our students’ work
amongst many other good examples.
Other important partnerships include our work with London South Bank University and
Cardiff Metropolitan University and Advance HE. The collaborative work with LSBU and
CMU has been conducted virtually and our students on the British Programmes
completed their studies as planned. Our Advance HE accredited centre also remained
fully operational and a new cohort of fellows was supported remotely.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
In a changing world, universities will need to adjust to face new challenges. The impact
of this pandemic will be long lasting and it will be felt across many sectors. As such,
foresight and scenario planning will play a major role in driving future universities and
their strategic plans. Inspirational leadership is about bringing innovation, passion,
commitment and creating a sense of community. This becomes even more important
during a time of crisis.
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For us, the sense of community was felt more strongly as the senior team, staff and
students worked closely to cope with the new environment. We collaborated to come up
with some innovative practices like delivering books to students in their homes using
Aramex. In addition, we arranged various events with our students in order to keep them
attached to the university as they kept telling us that they were missing the campus
experience. We also produced virtual tours of the University with commentary in both
English and Arabic and posted them on Instagram in order to keep the students engaged
with the University.
We are now in the last phase of producing our strategic plan 2020-2025 and we have put
arrangements in place to engage virtually with our students and alumni to seek their
views about the future direction of the University. By doing so, we are creating a
supportive, inclusive, and sustainable culture, which will enable us to be better prepared
for a changing higher education environment.
It is expected that online teaching will become better understood and widespread across
the globe and blended learning will become more popular. In addition, it is possible that a
major change in the global higher education landscape will take place and universities
depending on overseas students will suffer, while students will seek better educational
opportunities rather than searching for jobs, which could become scarce.
The subject of entrepreneurship will become more important and stronger international
collaboration will be on the horizon. There will be a big increase in demand for medical
and related courses and new majors will start to emerge in the areas of pandemic
management, e- commerce, data mining techniques for health management, foresight,
and scenario planning. In addition, more research centres on future studies will start to
appear.
For a relatively small university, it is easier to create a culture, which is supportive and
inclusive. Even though we are keeping our eyes on the horizon, we are doing everything
we can in order to take people with us by improving engagement and communication
and by embracing an inclusive leadership style.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
The whole world is suffering from the COVID-19 and every aspect of life has been
affected including the learning experience of students. Life should go on despite the fact
that the virus may stay with us for a few more months. In this regard, it is our moral and
professional duty to provide our students with the best possible opportunities even if they
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are to be delivered remotely. COVID-19 has taught us that we should be spiritually closer
together as people even though we are adhering to social distancing. At the same time, it
has highlighted the importance of things that we may have once taken for granted, and it
has placed a focus on enjoying life and work whenever we can.
It is therefore of crucial importance to have empathy and compassion and to
demonstrate support for all the University’s stakeholders including staff, students and
alumni. During hard times, it is natural for a culture of care to become more dominant
and for more time to be spent supporting it. While this is important, it is equally important
to spend enough time on the future direction of the University by working closely and
collaboratively with the various stakeholders.
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G – Leadership Interview (L Int – G) – Professor Jackie Potter
Head of the Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning Development (OCSLD) and Deputy
Director of HR, Oxford Brookes University, UK

Biography
Jackie Potter is Professor of Learning and Development in Higher Education and Head of
the Oxford Centre for Staff and Learning Development (OCSLD) at Oxford Brookes
University. She leads educational and organisational development activities at Brookes and
the OCSLD consultancy. She is a Principal Fellow of the Higher Education Academy
(PFHEA – now Advance HE), a Senior Fellow of the Staff and Educational Development
Association (SEDA) and the Chair of the Heads of Educational Development Group.

1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
In the near term, I think there are risks from fatigue and anxiety as we continue to plan
for an uncertain future. Staff across the sector have made huge efforts to respond to the
need for emergency remote teaching and assessment. The move to home working,
changes to work practices, routines and timelines alongside wider societal and familial
circumstances and concerns have negatively affected the well-being of many. Providing
a high-quality higher education next year continues to require on-going concerted efforts
from everyone. Planning and decision-making during uncertainty is hard and requires, for
the sector, for each university and for each programme of study, a collective vision. The
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vision is largely there, built on strong principles such as inclusion and equity, but many
individuals are tired. Many people need or want to ‘take a break’, reflect, rest and
recharge. I think higher education leaders will need to be compassionate and create
space for people to do that.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
I see leaders around me showing kindness and being open and honest with others. They
are leading with emotional intelligence, reading the needs of people alongside the needs
of their organisations. I think the pandemic has made us all more vulnerable and more
accepting of fragility in others. There is a clear focus-for-action on what is needed now
and on collaboration to get things done. I am seeing far more co-operation between
organisations, parts of organisations and among individuals; it seems we are all learning
together as we tackle the wicked problems thrown up by the pandemic.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
I would advocate communicating more often and maintaining a positive tone. Stripping
down messages to the information that is needed and little more, ensuring others are
empowered by the communications they receive, for example, to act and feel confident
in their decision-making role and with the decisions they take. I have become far more
likely to consider the feelings of people with whom I’m communicating and to try and
sustain their well-being at work as well as finding out about and acknowledging their
home situation. I would advocate looking for the best and amplifying it, discussing and
remedying communication issues if they arise without judgement or blame.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
I have never worked collaboratively with so many people across the institution and so
openly with colleagues in other institutions through my networks such as the University
Alliance, HEDG and HeLF (Heads of Educational Development Group, and Heads of
eLearning Forum, both UK). Within the University, task groups are formed to deliver
specific areas of work bringing together diverse role-holders and with that, diverse
perspectives. I have led one and been a member of others. It has been hugely rewarding
to work in this way, often at speed, to learn with and from them and to reach conclusions
or deliver results that far exceed the capacity of any one of us alone, or with our teams,
to achieve.
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I have led surveys of staff and students that have allowed us insights into what has
worked well and what has worked less well with the move to emergency remote
teaching/ learning and assessment. Those insights have been used to inform planning,
principles and espoused practice for next academic year’s teaching delivery, and they
have informed technology investment decisions.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
Strategy and our guiding principles have been useful in providing a line of sight linking
the current needs for responsive decisions and rapid action with the overarching purpose
of the university and our longer-term future. Our culture is most clearly communicated in
our five guiding principles that are celebrated through recognition awards given to staff. I
think there is real potential to use that recognition process this year to thank colleagues
for their efforts during the response to COVID-19 and demonstrate the enduring
relevance of the guiding principles even in a crisis. Going forward, celebrating what we
have done well, as well as learning from what we may have done better, will be
important to model the openness of leaders in the university community of staff and
students. We need to model the behaviours of a learning organisation to sustain the
commitment to our purpose of our diverse staff and students.
6. In these exceptional times for higher education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
How is balancing wellbeing in opposition to finding direction and making choices? An
organisation with direction that is effective at decision-making will support wellbeing
indirectly by providing clarity of purpose and undertaking purposeful actions. Directly
providing support for staff and student wellbeing creates a culture of care, never more
important than in difficult times. I have been proud of the proactive and creative
approaches introduced at my university to support staff and student wellbeing. A culture
of care would be a great legacy of university leaders to endure in the new normal.
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7. Anything else…?
It has been interesting to reflect on leadership at my university at this time. Leaders are
being asked to provide vision and clarity about what the university will do and they are
required to do that at pace and with congruence to espoused purposes and strategies to lead from the front with big ideas. Simultaneously, they are also working more
collaboratively, listening hard to varied perspectives and ideas, creatively co-constructing
ways to move forward, hearing differences in views. Their decision-making process is
open and transparent.
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H – Leadership Interview (L Int – H) – Professor Shân Wareing
Deputy Vice Chancellor, University of Northampton, UK

Biography
Shân joined the University of Northampton as Deputy Vice Chancellor in November 2019,
and leads the academic side of the University. She grew up in Swansea, attended a large
comprehensive school and studied English Literature and Language at the University of
Oxford, followed by a Masters in Linguistics and a PhD in Gender and Communication at the
University of Strathclyde. She’s passionate about teaching and education, holds a National
Teaching Fellowship, a postgraduate diploma in Higher Education Studies from the UCL
Institute of Education and is a Principal Fellow of the Higher Education Academy. She has
been in university leadership for over 20 years, and has developed Education Strategies in
five universities. Her roles have involved designing and delivering academic staff
development, leading digitally enabled whole institution organisational change, converting
face to face programmes to online distance learning, restructuring IT and HR departments,
and redesigning policies and practices in assessment, student complaints and timetabling.
Shân is a regularly invited speaker for conferences and policy think tanks, particularly in the
areas of digital transformation, gender and leadership, equality, diversity and inclusivity, and
university strategy. She enjoys contributing to national debates via blogging; two of her
blogs have won national awards. She lives in South West London with her husband and her
three school-age children.
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
Higher education in the UK may be radically reshaped by the pandemic and its
aftermath. One obvious challenge for the sector’s leaders is to ensure the financial
viability of their institutions so that cash doesn’t run out, bond and loan conditions are not
violated, costs are controlled and income streams are reliable. On top of that, institutions
will be wondering whether students will make different choices in the longer term as a
result of COVID-19, and what types of courses will be most attractive in the future. It
could be that micro-credentials, CPD and flexibility through blended learning become
much more important. Planning for these has to happen alongside maintaining the
morale, wellbeing, energy, hope, and confidence of staff. There is a balance to be struck
between ‘business as usual’ decision making, actions, reporting and so on, and
extraordinary decision making, which may require different structures from those which
existed before (without doubling the workloads of anyone involved in both emergency
planning and BAU for an extended period of time). It’s a real and practical challenge
keeping oneself informed of policy, regulation, the national media, data and survey
analysis, without being overwhelmed by information or getting lost in the echo chamber
of social media and commentary, and that is linked to the challenge of keeping a sense
of proportion about scale of risk and opportunity. It’s important to distinguish between
scare mongering or empty claims and self-promotion by other institutions, and real
trends in public opinion, changes to the regulatory environment and shifts in the
behaviour in the sector which will result in competitive advantage or disadvantage. It also
remains important to celebrate progress and praise hard work and achievement, and that
can be hard if your ‘fight or flight’ response has been triggered by a financial report, or a
newspaper headline, so self-awareness and self-control are also challenges that it’s
important leaders rise to.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
Keeping people informed, and making sure they feel kept informed is so important. Even
if there is no new information, it’s still important to keep communicating. Effective
communication will use multiple channels of communication – corporate comms,
presentations by leaders and managers, and conversations in smaller groups. Rumours
fill any vacuum, so you do have to keep going! It’s a cliché, but looking after yourself is
really important. Sleeping, eating, exercising and time off are essential to wise decision
making. I try to postpone decisions or responses when I am tired or irritable, and to bear
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in mind that staff I am talking to or in correspondence with may be suffering from anxiety,
tiredness and overwork, and therefore quicker to react than they would normally be. In
terms of interacting with others at times of stress, listening carefully matters. It’s harder
than usual to hear beyond the surface to what someone is really saying, when all our
conversations are virtual, and it’s easy to fall into transactional conversations that lack
empathy. Being able to adjust pace is a mark of a really good leader, I think. You need to
know when to speed up to cut through noise or pointless circular arguments, and when
to slow down to get to the bottom of dissent, to understand what’s at stake for different
people, to establish a workable solution. It shouldn’t be your own impatience or apathy
driving the pace, but what the debate needs to come to a strong conclusion. People can
be really relieved that a decision has been made, even if it wasn’t their first choice, or
very upset that the wrong decision, as they see it, has been made. Getting that
judgement call right is an art.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
I asked all my team how they would like us to meet while we’re away from campus, and
different people asked for different lengths of meeting, and different frequencies,
depending on personal preference, length of time in role, and the kind of work they are
dealing with.
I arranged 15 minute phone calls with everyone who reports to someone I line manage,
partly because I was new to the University and needed to get to know people, but also to
hear directly from them how they were finding life and work during lockdown. I sat in on a
lot of team meetings too, so I know what people were raising, and what was resolved
and where there were ongoing issues to deal with.
Never send long emails! I always expect people to send short emails and to ask for a
meeting if there’s more to discuss. No conflict was ever helped in anyway by being
conducted in email. I try to follow the general rule that emails shouldn’t be sent late or
early or over the weekend, even if that’s when you write them. People need time away
from work and the psychological break, or else they feel like they have to be always
available, and always in ‘fight or flight’.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
I rank listening very highly in any partnership, and I use approaches I’ve learnt from
coaching sometimes to elicit more information from people about what they are trying to
achieve, what they are concerned about, what their priorities and values are, what
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barriers they perceive. I’ve also done negotiation training, based on establishing where
you have shared ground before trying to resolve areas of difference, and that’s been
important, particularly when people (including me sometimes) are anxious and
overworked.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
It’s important to underline what you are building on, where there is continuity, and to be
very clear on the imperatives for change. You have to be willing to discuss the reasons
for change extensively, and over and over again if necessary. Transformation doesn’t
occur if people don’t fundamentally agree change is needed. Once people can see the
justification, change is often very fast indeed.
I like to work with effective project managers, and they can usually be found all over the
place in organisations, not necessarily with that role title. It’s amazing what difference a
strong project manager makes to a change project. I get a kick out of matching able
people with challenging tasks and seeing them grow in skills, confidence and influence.
Regarding culture, it’s always best to have advocates on the inside. So, find your early
adopters, champions, future leaders, and galvanised individuals, and bring them into
discussions early, building a ‘coalition of the willing’. If you’ve got someone who is
blocking change, it’s really frustrating but you’ve got a few options. You can try to convert
them into a champion by spending more time with them, and this works more often than
you’d think when faced with some obdurate individuals, or with a bit of luck you can give
them something else to do that takes them away from the immediate area you are trying
to change.
6. In these exceptional times for Higher Education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
I think it’s important in conversations and other communications that leaders show
kindness, compassion, empathy and their own humanity – it makes a huge difference to
people. A leader also serves their institution and their people by taking the hard
decisions that others can’t or won’t take. The right decisions will be both unpopular and
painful. Leaders of higher education institutions have responsibilities to the university’s
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ability to foster learning and individual and social good from one generation to the next,
and decisions need to be in that context. The ability to work in both spheres is what
makes a good leader.
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I – Leadership Interview (L Int – I) – Sir Nigel Carrington
Vice-Chancellor of University of the Arts London (UAL), UK

Biography
Sir Nigel Carrington has been the Vice-Chancellor of University of the Arts London (UAL)
since 2008. Before joining the University in September 2008, Nigel’s career was in the
commercial sector, including 21 years with Baker & McKenzie, the international law firm,
where he was Managing Partner of the London Office and Chairman of the firm’s European
Region, and seven years as Managing Director and Deputy Chairman of the McLaren
Group, the world-leader in high performance automotive design and production.
In addition to his responsibilities at UAL, Nigel holds a number of non-executive positions in
the public and charitable sectors, including as Chairman of the Henry Moore Foundation. He
is also Chair of the Board of Advance HE.
He was educated at St John’s College Oxford (Law) and The Courtauld Institute of Art
(History of Art).
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1. Now that we are largely through the initial COVID-19 response measures (e.g. moving
teaching and assessment online to conclude the last academic year/session), what do
you see as the most significant leadership challenges facing the sector in preparing for
the reopening of our campuses and in the longer term?
University leaders are grappling with three complex challenges at the same time.
The first and most important challenge from our staff and students’ perspective is that of
planning for a socially distanced campus (which will require controlled and carefully
managed access for so long as social distancing is required) in a way that reassures our
whole community that we have properly considered everyone’s health and safety and
listened to their concerns.
The second challenge is to do this whilst also undertaking a major restructuring of our
timetables and a searching review of the ways in which we teach. We must ensure while
the pandemic persists that we do not ask students to come on campus if they could
undertake an equivalent learning experience online: in order to deliver as good (and
hopefully better) campus experience under this new socially-distanced operating model
with less density in our theatres, studios and workshops, staff and students will need to
work to much more organised timetabling than they have done in the past. And we shall
need to continue to call on the same generosity of spirit which our staff have showed in
adapting and moving our teaching and learning on-line whilst also asking students to
plan their access to the campus at times that ensure that other students will have an
equitable access to all of our facilities.
The third challenge is that of reassuring prospective and returning students that they
should feel confident in commencing the new academic year in October. This requires
everyone involved in recruitment to communicate frequently with all of our students and
prospective students that we have justified confidence that we can give them an
excellent experience next year, even if access to facilities is restricted when they return
in the autumn.
2. What style and approach do you see yourself and others bringing to these leadership
challenges to achieve what needs to be done (so far as we know) at the same time as
ensuring inclusion and a sense of collective commitment?
This is a time for very frequent communication with staff and students. It is not a time for
heroic statements of confidence. Everyone needs a really clear and considered
explanation of how the measures will work and why they may be required.
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We are working particularly closely with academic staff to ensure that, whilst we have a
consistent set of overarching principles for return from lockdown, individual course teams
are able to adapt and respond to the particular demands of their curriculum to
accommodate their own very deep understandings of the ways in which their students
learn.
3. How have you been approaching the challenge of communication? Are there any good
practices that you would advocate or pitfalls to be avoided?
I have continued my regular all-staff meetings which were previously held in the Colleges
but are now online on MS Teams. Attendance has been very high and questions have
been searching. I believe that my answers are critical to building trust in the decisions
being taken.
UAL has a dispersed leadership model. A really tight and cohesive Executive Board of
eleven people (including all the heads of our Colleges) has in recent years met weekly
and enables us to build really well informed understandings of the complexity of our
various disciplines and the different ways of delivering them. This has been
supplemented this year by regular meetings between our Executive Board and all the
Deans who lead both our central academic support functions and the teaching and
research within the schools within each College. And everyone is then empowered and
expected to lead locally within our agreed overarching principles.
4. What has been your approach to working in partnership with others – individuals and
stakeholder groups (particularly students and student representatives, if applicable)?
Members of our Executive group have been meeting with the SU (Students’ Union)
officers regularly throughout lockdown to ensure that we can try to resolve concerns
before they become real problems.
5. What has been your thinking and approach so far with regard to strategy and culture?
When rapidly transforming strategy, how alongside this can leaders help organisational
culture to evolve in a supportive and enabling way (and not deteriorate)?
Linked to this question, you may also wish to reflect on the importance of community and
belonging for students and staff.
We were working on our next major strategic plan before lockdown and the various
strategic workstreams have continued over the last four months. However, we have had
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no alternative but to pause our consultation with staff and students until we are back in
steady-state working.
The challenge of taking an entire University into a completely new way of delivering
teaching and learning has been really important to the revisiting of our strategy for the
future. We have learned many lessons which would have normally taken months and
probably years of careful experimentation. I’m feeling really confident that we shall
emerge from the pandemic an even more exciting and innovative institution than we
were before.
6. In these exceptional times for Higher Education, how can leaders balance looking after
people and their wellbeing (kindness, compassion, humanity and empathy) with at the
same time finding direction and making clear choices? Need these be opposites?
They are entirely compatible. In my experience, most people are happier and more
fulfilled if they feel that they are working in an environment in which the difficult choices
are informed by honesty and transparency on the part of the leaders. Throughout my
time at UAL, I have tried to talk directly to staff to explain the financial and academic
challenges which we face and the consequences of each potential choice. I want and
need people to feedback on those conversations in the knowledge that their views will be
respected. Ultimately, of course, vice-chancellors need to make some hard decisions
which will rarely be palatable to everyone. But they are much easier to accept if staff and
students feel that they have been listened to with empathy and humanity before the
difficult decision is taken.
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12. Appendix 2 – Key principles from the five
topic-based SDCE reports
Throughout the SDCE project a key feature in the discussions, and indeed in the nature of
the advice and guidance coming from sector bodies, has been the use of driving or guiding
principles. In terms of a methodology, the approach seems to be to establish a core set of
principles as a guiding framework and then to allow reasonable levels of creative autonomy
in terms of how plans are developed. This allows for the approach to the large-scale
challenges facing the sector to be differentiated by context, needs, preferences and
circumstances. The use of principles is also very scalable, from applying to higher education
providers overall in a particular national or regional context through to programme/course
redesign challenges in a single institution or subject/disciplinary grouping.
Picking up on this principles-based approach we have included in each of the five topicbased leadership intelligence reports a set of key principles that are brought together here
for ease of reference.

Induction
(The induction, socialisation and engagement of students, particularly new student
cohorts, but also student transitions.)
The following key principles relating to induction emerged from the discussions and
interaction during this collaborative enquiry:
+ Induction is not an event but an on-going extended process;
+ One size does not fit all. The student body is diverse, and modes of delivery will need
to be innovative and varied this year. Induction needs to adopt a variety of
approaches, platforms and timeframes to allow students to pick and choose, and
accommodate what suits them best;
+ Partnering with students, and engaging the student voice (and/or voices) in decision
making, is essential;
+ Student support needs to be embedded in everything we do. While considering 18 –
20 year olds often dominates the discussion, we must be inclusive, and also ensure
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postgraduate students are included;
+ Communication is key at all stages of the induction process, and requires the
implementation of new and innovative approaches to engage both prospective and
returning students. Communications should be honest and human;
+ Creating student ‘tribes’ (in the positive sense of the word) of varying sizes, both
online and physically and at discipline and interdisciplinary levels, engenders a sense
of belonging, overcomes isolation and promotes engagement.

Space and Place
(Modifying learning and social spaces, physical and blended on-line environments,
safe practices and whole-person student support [community and belonging].)
The following key principles relating to space and place emerged from the discussions and
interaction in this collaborative enquiry:
+ Our overriding consideration and priority is the health, safety and wellbeing of
students, staff, visitors, and the wider community;
+ Our concept of space needs to shift/expand both physically and digitally;
+ Estates are diverse, with buildings of differing ages on a single campus, which means
a one-size-fits-all institutional model is unlikely to succeed;
+ Face-to-face on-campus opportunities need to be delivered equitably whilst making a
premium of the experience (let’s ask students what they want, and really listen!);
+ The idea of the college/university as a place to belong extends beyond the walls of
the institution and into the community of which it is a part;
+ Emergent approaches need to be explored and implemented – what is available and
what can be developed, not what was done in the past;
+ A variety of approaches and creativity in student engagement is vital;
+ Overcoming the preconception that online is the poor cousin is essential;
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+ The student experience is more than just the classroom;
+ We must deliver what we say we will deliver, and be honest about what we can’t;
+ The COVID-19 crisis offers a gateway to developing innovative learning and teaching
methods and implementing new technologies. This has to be done, and evidence to
date indicates the sector is very capable of responding quickly;
+ In addition to the flexible use of space and the delivery of blended learning, we need
to develop flexible working practices too.

Design and Delivery
(Re-structuring and delivering teaching (and assessment) to meet both learning
outcomes and student expectations, differentiated across courses and disciplines.)
The following key principles relating to restructuring, redesigning and delivering teaching
and assessment emerged from the discussions and interactions in this collaborative enquiry:
+ Begin with design frameworks and use these as you continually return to intended
learning outcomes;
+ Whatever terminology you use in describing new ways of learning and teaching,
define your terms and don't take shared understanding for granted;
+ Maintain student engagement by designing with rather than for students;
+ Consider your strengths; what has made you successful in the past and do these
approaches still hold true?
+ Develop your core design principles and pillars and build upon them for the future;
+ Be guided by your pillars whilst ensuring agency, accountability and individuality: one
size does not fit all;
+ Our overriding consideration and priority is the health, safety and wellbeing of
students, staff, visitors, and the wider community;
+ ‘Information is not instruction’ – learning is a social process and small group,
discussion-based interactions are crucial, in whatever format, to support discovery,
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self-direction, the achievement of learning outcomes, graduate attributes and
personal growth.

Quality
(Sustaining a clear focus on quality and good practice, including revising policy
frameworks and guidance [teaching and assessment].)
The following key principles relating to quality emerged from the discussions and interaction
in this collaborative enquiry:
+ Our overriding consideration and priority is the health, safety and wellbeing of
students, staff, visitors, and the wider community;
+ Stick to your knitting! Know what you are good at and what makes you distinctive as
an institution and use this as the clear basis for your quality proposition;
+ In the heat of unanticipated events of an apparently seismic scale, the drive to
maintain demand and income can cause organisations to overpromise on their
services or diversify inappropriately (well beyond their core activity). Neither of these
approaches work well for quality assurance;
+ Good practice is good practice. Keep first principles of quality assurance in sight and
aim to do well the things ‘that you do well’;
+ Focus on processes rather than just the product. For example, the operation of
intended learning outcomes as an aligning thread that runs through from
course/programme deign to assessment is core to ensuring the validity and reliability
of teaching delivery;
+ Think hard about the dimensions of quality and how they apply in your environment
and with the changes you propose;
+ Fluidity versus rigidity. Look closely at the policies and quality frameworks already in
place, as they may be more flexible than they first appear and they are already
tailored to your educational context. It may just be a case of applying them differently
and with greater agility;
+ Reinvent versus replicate. Be pragmatic with regard to time and resources by
considering which elements of curricula can simply be replicated, with quality
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assurance already largely in place, and which elements have the potential for
reinvention through enhancement;
+ Begin with the end in mind. Consider what a good, high quality student experience
would be, build a rich picture, and work backwards from there in terms of how this
can be designed and delivered;
+ Induction is a process not an event and this forms a critical basis for a high-quality
student experience;
+ Focus your energy around understanding student expectations, have open
conversations about both changes and quality, and co-create by regularly seeking
student views and feedback;
+ Keep thinking about unintended consequences and the equity of your decisions and
choices;
+ Stay alert to the evolving guidance, frameworks and regulatory requirements as they
apply to your context and be responsive to them;
+ No institution is an island – the sharing and dissemination of good practice will be
crucial for developing new paradigms of quality for the next generation of higher
education programmes. Be part of the conversation;
+ Communicate, communicate, communicate!

Inclusion
(The challenge of access, inclusion, belonging and supporting students from
vulnerable groups.)
The following key principles relating to inclusion emerged from the discussions and
interaction in this collaborative enquiry:
+ Our overriding consideration and priority is the health, safety and wellbeing of
students, staff, visitors, and the wider community;
+ Ensure meaningful engagement, communication and consultation with the student
and staff bodies in all their diversity;
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+ Don’t be afraid to expose what you don’t know or be afraid to ask. This applies
equally to staff and students;
+ Do no harm – leave no-one behind;
+ Choice of solution and approach will be from a palette of options rather than an
infinite array. How the palette is constructed and constrained, and how we respond to
difference where the choices do not accommodate all, is key to ensuring equity of
opportunity, experience and outcome;
+ We need to maximise equality of student access, experience and outcomes across
the full student lifecycle;
+ Inequalities existed before COVID-19, and may be exacerbated going forward as a
result of COVID-19, social lockdown measures and the socially distanced campus. In
order to avoid compounding existing and new inequalities we need to build
sustainable solutions which are capable of accommodating a series of ‘next normals’,
and learn from this so we don’t return to a previous unequal normal;
+ Don’t let deficiencies be compounded;
+ Embed and normalise the use of equality impact assessments across all key
decisions to ensure all policies, practices and decisions are fair, meet the needs of
staff and students and that they are not inadvertently discriminating against any
protected group (Advance HE [2019b], provides details relating to the UK context);
+ Look after the mental health of your staff as these are the people who will be looking
after the mental health of your students.
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